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CHAPTER to INTR®RUCTION 
Background 
With the recession of the Wisconsin Glacier 13 9 000 years 
ago, 706 mi l l ion acres of prairie and wetiand were created in 
the region that was to bec®nne North Central Iowa (Bishop 9
1981)o The resulting landscape was general ly flat with many 
depressions and featured an enormous c®mplex of wetland and 
prairie vegetations 
As the first white settlers began to move into this 
region , they encountered a g° sea's of prairie , m i xed w i th 
countless potholes, marshes and iakeso It was possible at 
that time far settlers to encounter up to 200 potholes in one 
square mi le (bishop and van der vaik, 1982)0 
bishop (1981) states that there were an estimated 6 
mi l l ion acres of mixed prairie and wetland in existence in the 
early 1800s. The conversion of the virgin prairie to 
agricultural land uses began shortly after. A major obstacle 
to agricultural conversion was the potholesm By ti l ing and 
draining them 9 the pioneers methodical ly el iminated the 
wetlands° At the same time, species of wi ldl ife dependent on 
these resources decl ined dramatical ly. 
The Federal Swamp]and Acts of 1850 and 1860 hastened °the 
conversion of wetiand habitat to agricultural cropso These 
acts granted 1,196,39.2 acres of publ ic domain wetiand to the 
state of Iowa for swamp reclamation (Bishop, 1981}. 
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Later, the Iowa legislature gave county boards of 
supervisors the authority to establ ish drainage districts and 
levees to drain, straighten, widen9 deepen or change any 
natural water course whenever this action was of publ ic 
uti l ity or conducive to publ ic health, convenience and 
welfare. County supervisors were quick to declare the 
drainage of surface water from °the 1 and to be a pub 1 i c benef i t 
and conducive to its health, convenience and welfare. This 
resulted in even further losses (Bishop, 1981)a 
Because of this action, and the real ization of the 
agricultural value of the drained wetlands and altered 
streams, these habitats were a liminated at accelerated rates. 
In a 1906 inventory by the United States Department of 
Agriculture, it was determined that there were 930,000 acres 
of wetlands in Iowa. By 19229 a second inventory by the 
United States Department of Agriculture identified only 
368,000 acres of wetlands° By 19389 al l but 50,000 acres had 
been drained (Bishop, 1981). 
In a report by Bishop 01981), only 26Q 47'0 acres remained 
in 1980 of °the 2,333,000 original acres of natural marsh. die 
further estimated that greater than 95% of Iowa's wetlands 
have disappeared in about 150 yearsa 
Iowa's natural landscape has been modified more 
extensively than any other state in the union (IvN.A.I., 
1984}e Currently, it is estimated that less than 1% of the 
total land area in Iowa remains in a natural or pre-settlement 
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condition tI.N.A.I., 1984). Coosa and Fi lers (1978) have 
determined that since the beginning of settlement in Iowa, 70 
species of flora have become extirpated whi le 100 species have 
been l isted as endangered and 51 species have been l isted as 
threatened. 
With this near complete conversion of natural vegetation 
cover to cropland, our wi ldl ife resource has comparably 
suffered. I t i s estimated that over 30 species of w i l d 1 i fe 
have disappeared °From the state since the time of settlement 
(I.NoAoI., 1984}, According to Roosa 11977)9 an additional 37 
wi ldl ife species are l isted as endangered and 12 species are 
l isted as undeterminedm 
Iowa is not the only state plagued with wetland losses. 
S i nce the founding of our not i ®n $ snore than 100 mi l i i on acres 
of wet 1 ands have d i sappeared i n the 1 ower 48 states t ~! i tche 1 ] 9
1985}. During the 1950s through the 1970s, the average loss 
of wetlands in the United States was estimated at 5009000 
acres per year. Today9 although less, the average loss is 
sti l l estimated at 3009000 acres per year in the United 
States. 
The trend that points to continued losses of an 
endangered wetland resource need not continue. Only recently 
has man real ised °the importance of these once vast wetlands® 
Only recently has there been an acceptance by a large majority 
of people of the need to conserve, protect and enhance our 
remaining wetlands. In addition, the reconstruction of new 
wetland habitats on sites formerly occupied by them is 
becoming increasingly popularo 
The problem 
There has been a recent gr®wing interest in contemporary 
landscape design in recreating a natural landscape effect 
through the use of native f 1 ore ®r through the recreation of 
entire natural plant communitiesm This is evidenced by the 
many books recently publ ished that sisal with "natural 
landscaping" 4 partly or whol ly including Natural Landscaping 
(Diekelmann and Schuster, 1982}~ Native Trees, Shrubs and 
Vines for Urban and Rural America ~Hightshoe4 1988}, The 
Native Plant Community Approach to Landscape Design (Morrison 
1981)4 The Prairie Garden: Seventy Native Plants You Can Grow 
in Town or Country (Smith and Srnitha 1980) and Grow Native 
Shrubs in Your Garden CMo®berry and Scott9 1980)e 
With a landscape that is dominated by monocultures of 
corn and soybeans9 natural diversity has become very l imited 
in the Northern Prairie Pothole Region. It has long been 
recognized that nature] diversity of vegetation in the 
landscape is critical for healthy and prosperous wildl ife 
populations4 in terms of both numbers of animals as wel l as a 
d i vers i ty i n species o 
The reconstruction of wetland habitats serves three most 
usefu 1 purposes . The f i rst attempts to enhance env i r-onmenta l 
values. Wetland habitats are critical for flood control and 
stormwater runoff, groundwater recharge, surface and 
groundwater purification. 
The second purpose is that wetland reconstruction adds 
human value through visual variety, landscape beauty, 
educational and recreational opportunities° 
The third purpose is that wetland reconstruction provides 
w i ] d i i fe va i ues through the expansion of habitat for food and 
shelter. Al l of these values are further discussed in Chapter 
3. 
Knowing th i e i t seems i og i ca l that pr®tact i on of 
remaining wetlands be given the highest priority whi le, at the 
same time encouraging the rejuvenation or reconstruction of 
wetlands previously degraded or destroyed. Although there has 
been considerable recognition of the need to reestabl ish 
wetlands9 research describing how this can be done is very 
l i mi tad. 
Landscape architects, botanists, wi ldl ife biologists and 
other environmental designers are increasingly involved in 
wetland design, construction, and management project s 
However4 many of these people are not fami l iar with or are 
unaware of the complexities of wetland reconstruction or 
restoration. There is an increasing demand among 
professionals , students and 4' 1 ay-persons" for i nforrnat i on 
deal ing with wetland reconstruction written at a lave] that 
is easi ly understood by 'anon-scientists". In particular. step 
by step gu i ire l i r-yes f~?r-. wetland r-~ecor ~s t~~uct ~ on are very much i n 
need° It is the intent of this thesis to outl ineq in part9 a 
procedures) one might fol low in order to create or 
reconstruct a prairie pothole type of wetland in Iowan 
The objectives 
The ob~iect i ves of th i s thes i s are fourfold. The f i rst 
objective i s to i dent i fy and describe wet 1 and hab i °tats of the 
Pra i t~ i e Potho 1 e Region of North Centra i I owa . 
The second objective i s to i deny i fy °the va i ues of 
wetland s in °terms of wi ldi ife4 human and environmental 
benefits o 
The third objective is to describe the procedures) one 
might fol low in order to create or reconstruct a prairie 
pothoie type of wetland° 
The fourth objective is t® analyze an ongoing wetland 
reconstruction project in the Prairie Pothole Region of I®wa. 
Included wi l l be steps or procedures fol lowed by the project 
coordinator0 
CHAPTER 2. PARAMETERS 
The Prairie Pothole Region 
The Prairie Pothole region or Glaciated Prairie region is 
located in southern Aiberta4 southern Saskatchewan, 
southwestern Manitoba, northeastern Montana$ northern and east 
central North Dakota4 eastern South Dakota, western Minnesota 
and north central Iowa ~Bisho~a, 19B9)o 
Alberta 
Saskatchewan 
Figure 1. Prairie Pothole Region of North America 
CBisho~, 1 89) 
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In Iowa, the Prairie Pothole Region begins at the Iowa- 
M 1 nr-~esota border and extends westward to 8torrn Lake, eastward 
to Mason City, and southward to Des Moineso 
Figure 2. Prairie Pothole Region of Iowa 
(iowa Natural Areas Inventory, 1984) 
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Wetland definition 
Ae~, ording to ~:owardin et al . ( 1979) there i s "no si ngie 
correct i nd i sputab l e eco l og i ca l l y sound definition far 
wetlands." In broad terms wetlands are transitional areas 
between terrestrial and aquatic systemsm ~1ost wetlands have 
i n common a so i t that i s a°t i east per i od i ca l l y saturated w i th 
or covered by shal low water for a portion of4 or the entire 
vearm Wetlands are therefore lands where water saturation is 
the most influential factor that determines soi l development 
and the various plant and animal communities l iving within it 
CCowardin et al ®9 1979). 
According to Cowardin et al o (1979)9 for a wetland to be 
cal led a wetlandq it must meet three criteria 
® At feast periodicai ly4 the land supports predominantly 
hydrophytes (plants that grow in water or saturated 
soi l )O 
The substrate is primari ly undrained hydric soii 
The substrate is non~soi l and is saturated with water 
at some time during °the growing season of each year. 
Wetlands can be found in depressions or basins as wai l as 
along rivers9 streams and lakeso With this placement in the 
landscape9 they are subject to periodic flooding9 hence the 
criteria described by Cowardin et ai o above. others such as 
fens and seeps may occur on sloped sand where they have a 
continuous supply of water (Tiner4 1984)a 
To look even further into the definition of a wetland, 
one must look at the vegetation of a wetland. Bishop and van 
der Va i k ( 1982 ) define a wet 1 and as ~' 1 ow areas wt~tere w=~fitr~-~ 
to 
stands or flows continuously or periodical lyA Usual ly 
wetlands conta i n p l ant l i fe character i st i s of such areas°' v 
For examp i e, a bog w i l t have bog p l ants 9 a fen w i l l have fen 
p l ants 9 a f 1 oodp l a i n forest w i l l have f l oodp l a i n forest 
plants, etc. What is important is that these plants are 
adapted to survive the conditions present in each specific 
wetland environment. 
Wetlands, during a segment of the year or throughout the 
entire year, have water saturated soi ls° These soi ls are 
normal ly anaerobic (lacking oxygen) during the inundated 
period. Plants normal ly obtain most of their required oxygen, 
which is necessary far respiration, through the roots in the 
soi l . In anaerobic conditions, oxygen is not avai lable for 
the plant to take up. Because of this most plants can l ive 
i n water saturated so i t s for on l y a sh®rt t i nne o 
Wetland plants are different in that these plants have 
adapted themselves to survive these conditions° According to 
Bishop and van der valk X1982): 
g'Wetland plants have various anatomical , morphological 9
and physiological adaptations that enable them to l ive 
either partly or completely submerged° The most import-
ant and widespread of these adaptations is a system of 
interconnected air spaces in the leaves, stems and roots 
that al lows oxygen to diffuse to the roots from the 
leaves thus making it possible for the roots to l ive in 
anaerob i s so i i s. '~ 
Wetland systems of the Prairie Pothole Region 
According to Cowardin et a]. (1979), there are 3 wetland 
systems associated with the Prairie Pothole Region; the 
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Riverine, the Lacustrine and the Palustrine systems. 
The Riverine System The riverine system includes al l 
wetlands and deepwater habitats contained within a channel 
excluding those dominated by trees, shrubs or persistent 
ernergents4 or those with water containing ocean derived saltsm 
This system is bordered on the land side by upland, channel 
bank, or by wetlands dominated by trees, shrubs, or persistent 
emergent vegetation (Cowardin et al m 4 1979). According t® 
Cowardin et al . (1979)4 water is usual ly flowing in riverine 
systems. 
Riparian wetlands or riverine wetlands, although emai l in 
size, are valuable for fi ltering water that moves through. 
These wetlands as wai l , provide habitat f®r many types of 
mammals9 birds4 repti les and amphibians° Riparian wetlands 
also enhance the scenic qual ity ®f many of our rivers° 
According to the I.N.A.I. 11984), riverine, or riparian 
wetlands are endangered in Iowa. 
The Lacustrine System The iacustrine system includes 
wetlands and deepwater habitats° Permanently flooded lakes 
and reservoirs and intermittent lakes that are situated in a 
depressed landform or dammed river channel and are 20 acres or 
larger in size are typical ° General ly, these wetlands are 
lacking trees, shrubs and persistent emergent vegetation and, 
at their deepest point, are over 6.6 feet ~2 meters) in depth 
during low water (Cowardin et al o , I979)o Bordering the 
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lacustrine wetlands are uplands or other wetlands dominated by 
trees, shrubs or persistent emergent vegetationo 
Lacustrine wetlands fi lter water that flows into lakes, 
°thus helping to maintain high water qual ity in the lake as 
wel l as downstream rivers and streams° These wetlands are 
also home to many species of wi ldl ife. 
The Paiustrine System The Paiustrine wetlands include 
al l wetlands dominated by treesq shrubs or persistent emergent 
vegetation. Also classified as palustrine wetlands are °those 
wetlands lacking the above vegetation® These wetlands are 
less than 20 acres, sack wave action or bedrock shore l ines 
and at their deepest point, have water less than 6.6 feet 
during low water (Cowardin et ai., 1979}o The palustrine 
system was derived to group together nnany of the c®nnm®n l y 
known wetlands, including marsh, fen 9 b®g4 swamp and prairie 
potholes. 
Paiustrine wetlands are bordered by upland or by other 
wetlands. These may be found inland from the shores of lakes 
and rivers or may even be islands within cakes and rivers 
(Cowardin et al ., 1979}, 
The Prairie Pothole Region of North America and in 
particular, the Paiustrine wetlands within, is referred to as 
the 'duck factory' of North America (Wentz, 1981 }. According 
to Wentz X1981), even those potholes inundated far only a few 
weeks each year are important for breeding waterfowl . 
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Palustrine wetland classes 
According to Stewart and Kantrud X 1971}, the prairie 
pothole (paiustrine) wetlands can be divided into five classes 
(three of which have major importances Classes 34 ~ 8~ 5}~ 
These classes are distinguished by the vegetation zone 
occurring in the deepest part of the wetland° According to 
Stewart and Kantrud (1971}, this vegetational zone must occupy 
at least 5% of the total wetland area. 
Class I ~- Ephemeral Ponds Ephemeral ponds are 
general ly smal l and shal low wetlands with a zone of wetland® 
low prairie vegetation occupying the central or deepest part 
see Figure 3, page 27). Ephemeral ponds normal ly have 
surface water present for only a very brief period in the 
springo This wetland®low prairie zone of vegetati®n may be 
found as an outer ring or band of vegetation in deeper more 
permanent wetlands. 
Table t o Ephemeral Pond vegetation f ist 
(From Stewart and Kantrud9 1971) 
Wetland-]ow prairie zone° 
Normal emergent phase: 
Primary species: 
Scientific Name Common Name 
Poa pratensis 
Agropyron trachycaulum 
Anemone canadensis 
Symphoricarpos occidental is 
Sol idago altissima 
Kentucky Bluegrass 
Slender Wheatgrass 
Canada Anemone 
Woifberry 
Tal l Goldenrod 
~~ 
Table 1. (continued) 
Wetland-low prairie zone° 
Normal emergent phase: 
Primary species° 
Sc i ent i f i c Name Common Name 
Aster ericoides 
Ambrosia psi lostachya 
Secondary species: 
Panicum virgatum 
Andropogon gerardi 
Carex brevior 
Ziaadenus ele~ans 
Li l ium phi ladelphicum 
Rosa woodsi i 
Glycyrrhiza lepidota 
Zizia aptera 
Hel ianthus maximi l iani 
Artemisia ludoviciana 
Taraxacum off i c i ana l e 
Agoseris glauca 
Crepis runcinata 
Smai ]flower Aster 
Perennial Ragweed 
Switchgrass 
Big Sluestenn 
Sedge 
white Camas 
Red Li ly 
western Rose 
Wi ld Lic®rice 
Golden Alexanders 
Narrow 1 eaf sunflower 
White Sage 
Common Dandel ion 
Prairie False Dandel ion 
Scapose Hawksbeard 
Class I I - Temporary Ponds In many temporary ponds9 
wet meadow vegetation may occupy the central or deeper 
portions of the wetland Csee Figure 4~ page 28)® Surface 
water may be present in the spring for a short durati®n or 
after heavy rains during °the growing season° 
wetland-low prairie zone, the wet meadow zone 
as a zone of vegetation around more permanent 
As with the 
commonly occurs 
wetlands° 
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Table 2. Temporary Pond vegetation l ist 
tFrom Stewart and Kantrud, 1971} 
In addition to the flora l isted 
flora may be found: 
Wet-meadow zone: 
Normal emergent phases 
Primary species: 
Sc i ent i f i c Name 
in Tabl e 1 , the fol lowing 
Common Name 
Poa pa i u st r i s 
Carex praegraci l is 
Carex sartwel l i i 
Carex ianuginosa 
6oitonia iatisquama 
Aster simplex 
Secondary species: 
Hordeum jubatum 
Calarnogrostis canadensis 
Caiamogrostis inexpansa 
Spartina pectinata 
Hierochloe odorata 
Carex vuipinoidea 
Carex laeviconica 
Juncus balticus 
Juncus dudieyi 
Juncus interior 
Rumex mexicanus 
Rumex occidental is 
Ranunculus macouni i 
Rorippa isiandica 
Potenti l la norvegica 
Epi iobium giandulosum 
Lysimachia hybrids 
Apocynum sibiricum 
Asclepius  speciosa 
Teucrium occidentals 
Stachys  paiustris 
Menthes arvensis 
Veronia fasciculata 
Heieniurn autumnaie 
Artern i s i a b i enn i s 
Cirsium arvense 
Sonchus arvensis 
Fowl Bluegrass 
Sedge 
Sedge 
Sedge 
Faire Aster 
Lowland White Aster 
Wi ld Barley 
E3iuejoint Reedgrass 
Northern Reedgrass 
Prairie Cordgrass 
Sweetgrass 
Fox Sedge 
Sedge 
Baltic Rush 
Dudieyes Rush 
Rush 
Narrowieaf Dock 
Western Dock 
Macoun's Buttercup 
Marsh Cress 
Rough Cinquefoi l 
Northern Wi l lowherb 
Lance 1 eaf Loostr i fe 
C l asp i ng 1 eaf Dogbane 
Showy Mi lkweed 
Germander 
Marsh Hedgenettie 
Wi ld Mint 
Western Ironweed 
Sneezeweed 
Biennial Wormweed 
Canadian Thistle 
Sow_thistle 
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Class III - Seasonal Ponds and Lakes The deepest 
portions of seasonal ponds and lakes are dominated by the 
shal low marsh zone (see Figure 54 page 29). Surface water is 
often present in spring and early summer in this zonem As 
with the zones previously mentioned, the shal low marsh zone 
frequently occurs as a concentric ring of vegetation in 
deeper, more permanent wetlandsa 
Seasonal ponds and lakes, therefore, have water-logged 
soi ls with shal low water of less than 6 inches. These ®ften 
dry out during the summer months but serve as valuable nesting 
sites for waterfowl and other wetland species° 
Table 3. Seasonal P®nd and Lake vegetation l ist 
From Stewart and Kantrud, 1971) 
In addition to the flora l isted in Tables 1 and 2~ the 
fol lowing f lore may be found: 
Shal low-marsh zoned 
Normal emergent phase: 
Dominants: 
Primary Species: 
Sc i ent i f i c Name Common Name 
Sparganium eurycarpum 
Al isma triviaie 
Glyceria grandis 
8eckmannia syzigachne 
Carex atherodes 
Poiygonum coccineum 
Secondary species 
Alopecurus aequal is 
Phalaris arundinacea 
Slum suave 
Giant Surreed 
Western Mater Plantain 
Tai l Mannagrass 
Sloughgrass 
Slough Sedge 
Marsh Srnar°tweed 
Shortawn Foxtai i 
Reed Canarygrass 
Water-Parsnip 
1~ 
Table 3. (continued) 
Shal low-marsh zone: 
Normal emergent phase: 
Subdominants: 
Primary Species: 
Scientific Name Common Name 
Riccia  fluitans 
Lemna trisulca 
Utricularia vulgaris 
Secondary species: 
Drepanocladus spp. 
~.emna m i nor 
open-water phase: 
Primary species: 
Potamogeton gramineus 
Cal l itriche palustris 
Utricularia vulgaris 
Secondary species: 
Drepanocladus sppm 
Potamogeton pusil lus 
Eleocharis acicuiaris 
Ranunculus trichophyl lus 
Natural drawdown phase: 
Primary species: 
Eleocharis acicularis 
Secondary species: 
Rumex maritimus 
Kochia scoparia 
Xanthium ital icum 
Senecio congestus 
Aquatic Liverwort 
Star Duckweed 
Common Bladderwort 
Aquatic Moss 
Common ®uckweed 
Variableleaf Pondweed 
Common Waters°tarwort 
Common Bladderwort 
Aquatic M®ss 
Grassleaf Pondweed 
Needle Spikerush 
bJh i to Watercr®wf®®°t 
Need 1 e Sp i kerush 
Golden ®ock 
Kochia 
Cocklebur 
Marsh Ragwort 
Class IV - Semi-permanent Ponds and fakes occupying 
the deepest portions of many semi-permanent ponds and lakes is 
the deep marsh vegetation zone Csee Figure 6, page 30). Nor-
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mal ty, these wetlands maintain surface water during the spring 
and summer but have been known to have surface water present 
throughout the entire yearn 
Stewart and Kantrud (1971) further describe phases 
representative of this zone° According to Stewart and 
Kantrud, one or more phases may be present in this ~oneQ these 
being the normal emergent, open water, draw down emergent and 
draw down bare soi l phases° The latter two appear to develop 
only during drought. 
According to Stewart and Kantrud, °the normal emergent 
phase is general ly present in the shal lower areas of the deep 
marsh zone whereas the open water phase is present in the 
deeper areas of thi s zone. 
As with other zones previously mentioned, the deep marsh 
vegetati®n zone may be found as a concentric ring ®f 
vegetation surrounding a permanent pond or lake. 
In summation, semi_permanent ponds and Lakes general ly 
have water between 6 inches and 3 feet deep° These wetlands 
occasional ly dry out during dry summers and are very valuable 
habitats for w i 1 d 1 i fe . ®ur i ng °the dr®ught of 1988 4 most semi 
permanent ponds and lakes in Iowa were found to be dry by mil- 
summer° 
I9 
Table 4~ Semi-permanent Pond and Lake vegetation f ist 
(From Stewart and Kantrud, 1971} 
i n addition to the f l ora ~l i steel i n Tables 1, 2 and 3, the 
foi iowi ng f l ora may be found: 
Deep--marsh zone 
Normal emergent phase: 
Dominants: 
Primary species: 
Sc i ent i f i c Name Common Name 
Scirpus heterochaetus 
Secondary species: 
Typha i at i fo i i a 
Scirpus fiuviati i is 
Subdominants: 
Primary species: 
Riccia fiuitans 
Lemna trisuica 
Utricuiaria vuigaris 
Secondary species° 
Drepanociadus sppm 
R i ce i °carpus  na°tans 
Lemna minor 
Open water phase 
Primary species: 
Potarnogeton pusi i ius 
Utricularia vuigaris 
Secondary species: 
Potamo~eton richardsoni i 
Ceratophyi ium demersum 
Ranunculus trichophyi lus 
Myriophyl 1um exaibesc~ens 
Natural drawdown phase: 
Primary species: 
Eieocharis acicularis 
Senecio congestus 
Secondary species: 
Kochia scoparia 
Siender Buirush 
Common Cattai l 
River Suirush 
14C~Uat 1 C ~. 1 verwort 
Star Duckweed 
Common Biadderwort 
Aquatic M®ss 
Aquatic Liverwort 
Connm®n ®uckweed 
Grassieaf Pondweed 
Cornrnon Siadderwor°t 
Ciaspingieaf Pondweed 
Coontai i 
White Watercrowfoot 
Common Watermi ifoi i 
Needie Spikerush 
Marsh Ragwort 
Kochia 
~o 
Class V - Permanent Ponds and Lakes 
deepest portions of permanent ponds and cakes 
open water zone (see Figure 7, page 31). 
Present in the 
i s °the permanent 
In this zone, l ittle 
vegetat i on , i f any , may be found . Vegetation 
i s i n the form of f 1 oat i ng 1 eaf and submerged 
that i s present 
vegetations 
Upland of this zone are the deep-marsh, shal low-marsh, wet® 
meadow and ]ow-prairie zones, respectively. 
This class of wetland is characterized as open or shal l®w 
lakes with less than 10 feet of water. Surrounding this 
class, can be found emergent vegetationo 
Table 5. Permanent Pond and Lake vegetation l ist 
tFrom Stewart and Kantrud, 1971) 
Permanent open water zonem 
Primary species: 
Ruppia occidental is 
Deep marsh zone: 
Normal emergent phase: 
Dominants: 
Primary species: 
5c i ent i f i c Name Common Name 
Typha glauca 
Scirpus acutus 
Scirpus fluviati I is 
Secondary species: 
Typha iatifoi ia 
Scirpus vai idus 
Subdominants: 
Primary species: 
Drepanocladus spp. 
Ricciocarpus natans 
Lemna trisulca 
Hybrid Cattai i 
Hardstem 8uirush 
River euirush 
Common Cattai i 
Softstem Bulrush 
Aquatic Moss 
Aquatic Liverw®rt 
Star Duckweed 
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Table 5. tcontinued) 
Deep marsh zone: 
Normal emergent phase: 
Subdominants: 
Primary species: 
S c i e nt i f i c Name Common Name 
Lemna minor 
Utricularia vulgaris 
Secondary species: 
Riccia fluitans 
open water phase: 
Primary species: 
Potamogeton richardsoni i 
Potamogeton pusi l lus 
Ceratophyi lum demersum 
Ranunculus trichophyi ius 
Myriophyi lum exalbescens 
Utricularia vulgaris 
Secondary species: 
Chara sppo 
Drepanocladus spp. 
~annichel i ia paiustris 
Potamogeton pectinatus 
Cal 1 itriche  hermaphroditica 
Natural drawdown phase: 
Primary species° 
Eleocharis acicularis 
Rumex maritimus 
Chenopodium rubrum 
Kochia scoparia 
Senecio congestus 
Secondary species: 
Hordeum jubatum 
Shai iow marsh zone: 
Normal emergent phase: 
Dominants 
Primary species: 
Al isma trivale 
Scolochloa festucacea 
geckmannia syzigachne 
Common Duckweed 
Common Dladderwor°t 
Aquatic Eiverwort 
Claspingieaf P®ndweed 
Grassieaf Pondweed 
Co®ntai i 
White Watercr®wfoo°t 
Common Watermi lfoi] 
Common Bladderwort 
Muskgrass 
Aquatic M®ss 
Horned Pondweed 
Sago Pondweed 
Northern Waterstarwort 
Needle Spikerush 
Golden Dock 
Red Goosefoot 
Kochia 
Marsh Ragwort 
Wi ld barley 
Western Water-p l ants i n 
Whitetop 
Sloughgrass 
2~ 
Table 5. (continued) 
Shal low marsh zone: 
Normal emergent phase; 
Dominants: 
Primary species: 
Sc i ent i f i c Name C®rnmon Name 
Eleocharis palustris 
Carex atherodes 
Po1ygonum coccineum 
Secondary species: 
Sparganium eurycarpum 
Ai isma grarnineum 
Sagittaria cuneata 
Alopecurus aequal is 
Phaiaris arundinacea 
Polygonum amphibium 
Slum suave 
Subdominants: 
Primary species: 
Dre~anocladus sppa 
Ricciocarpus natans 
l~emna tr i su l ca 
Lemna minor 
Utricuiaria vuigaris 
Secondary species: 
Riccia fiuitans 
Ranunculus sceleratus 
Ranunculus cyrnbalaria 
®pen-water phase: 
Primary species° 
Drepanociadus sppo 
Ranunculus trichophyl lus 
Utricuiaria vu1garis 
Secondary species: 
Potamogeton pusi i lus 
Eleocharis acicularis 
Polygonum amphibium 
Natural drawdown phase: 
Primary species: 
Eleocharis acicularis 
Common Spikerush 
Stough Sedge 
Marsh Srnartweed 
Giant 8urreed 
Narrowlf. Waterplantain 
Arumleaf Arrowhead 
Shortawn Foxtai l 
Reed Canarygrass 
Water Smartweed 
Water parsnip 
Aquatic Moss 
Aquat i c L. i verwort 
Star Duckweed 
Comfnon Duckweed 
Common Biadderwort 
Aquatic Liverwort 
Cursed Buttercup 
Seaside buttercup 
Aquatie Moss 
white Watercrowf®®t 
Common Biadderwort 
Grassleaf Pondweed 
Needle Spikerush 
Water Smartweed 
Needle Spikerush 
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Table 5. (continued) 
Shal low marsh zone: 
Natural drawdown phase: 
Dominants: 
Secondary species: 
Sc i ent i f i c Name Common Name 
Hordeum jubaturn 
Rumex maritimus 
Chenopodium rubrum 
Kochia scoparia 
Xanthium ital icum 
Senecio congestus 
Wet meadow zone: 
Normal emergent phase° 
Primary species° 
Hordeum jubatum 
Calamogrostis inexpansa 
Spartina pectinate 
Carex sartwei l i i 
Juncus balticus 
Aster simplex 
Secondary species: 
Poa pa i ustr i s 
Carex praegraci l is 
Carex ianuginosa 
Juncus interior 
Juncus dudieyi 
Juncus torreyi 
Rumex mexicanus 
Epi iobium giandulosum 
Stachys paiustris 
Lycopus aspen 
Menthes arvensis 
Artem i s i a  b i enn i s 
Cirsium arvense 
Sonchus arvensis 
Wetland-low prairie zone: 
Normal emergent phase: 
Primary species: 
Poa pratensis 
Agropyron trachycaulum 
Anemone canadensis 
Symphoricarpos occidental is 
Wi ld Barley 
Golden Dock 
Red Goosefoot 
Kochi a 
Cocklebur 
Marsh Ragwort 
Wi ld Barley 
Northern Reedgrass 
Prairie Cordgrass 
Sedge 
Baltic Rush 
Lowland White Aster 
Fowl Bluegrass 
Sedge 
Sedge 
Rush 
Dudley's Rush 
Torrey's Rush 
Narrow 1 eaf ®ock 
Northern wi l lowherb 
Marsh Hedgenettie 
Western Waterhor°ehound 
Wi ld Mint 
White Sage 
Canadian Thistle 
Sow-thistle 
Kentucky Bluegrass 
S 1 ender Wheatgr~ass 
Canada Anemone 
Wo 1 (berry 
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Table 5. (continued) 
Wetland-low prairie zone: 
Normal emergent phase: 
Primary species : 
Sc i ent i f i c Name Common Name 
Soi idago altissima 
Aster ericoides 
Ambrosia psi lostachya 
Secondary species: 
Panicum virgatum 
Andropogon gerard~i 
Carex brevior 
Zigadenus elegans 
Li l ium phi ladelphicum 
Rosa woodsi i 
Glycyrrhiza lepidota 
Zizia aptera 
Hei ianthus maxirni l iani 
Artemisia ludoviciana 
Taraxacum officianale 
Agoseris glauca 
Crepis runcinata 
Tal l Goldenrod 
Sma l l f l ower Aster 
Perennial Ragweed 
Switchgrass 
Big Bluestein 
Sedge 
White Camas 
Red Li iy 
Western Rose 
Wi id licorice 
Golden Alexanders 
Narrowl eaf Sunflower 
White Sage 
Common Dandel ion 
F'ra i r i s False ®ands l i on 
Scapose Hawksbeard 
To better understand the concept of zonation, vegetation 
zones are very simi lar to contours on a topographical maps On 
a topographical map4 each contour l ine represents a change in 
elevation equal to the contour interval of the mapo On a 
vegetation zonation "map"g each l ine represents a vegetation 
zone change resulting from a change in elevation. 
The previous f i gures demonstrated s i mp l i st i s exannp 1 es of 
vegetation zonation; however, vegetation zonation is usual ly 
more complex. For example, an island in a wetland wi l l 
J, 
greatly alter the character of vegetation zonation patterns 
(see Figure 8, page 3~)m 
The vertical scale of the cross sections have been 
greatly exaggerated since wetland slopes wi l l general ly be 
very minimai s This does, however, demonstrate that through 
proper grading operations, certain zones may be enhanced or 
ei imi~ated. Discussion of this wi l ] come in Chapter 4. 
There are two other classes ®f poth®le wetlands of iesser 
importance in Iowan These being the Class vI tAikai i Ponds 
and Lakes) and Class vIi (Fen or Alkal ine Ponds}® 
wet 1 and 1 i fe cyc 1 es 
Wetlands go through cycies of wet and eiry periodical ly. 
During drought peri®ds9 a wetland may dry$ exposing the 
bottom s severe 1 years worth ®f seeds fr®rn Homer®us P 1 ants 
(ive.4 cattai l s bui irushs etco) germinate, creating a sol id 
stand of emergent vegetation° 
As normal weather returns, the basin is fi l led once again 
with emergent vegetation resulting in l ittle open wa-term As 
time passes, muskrat populations return to the wetland° The 
muskrats begin to open up the dense stands of cattai ls and 
other plants by cutting them for food or for bui lding dense 
with the abundance of °Food in the wetland, the muskrat 
population increases rapidly to a point where it exceeds the 
food supply. As a result of this the muskrats can cornpleteiy 
e] i m i Hate the wetland of a l l emergent vegetation . 
~6 
Without food, the muskrats either starve or move away 
from the now open water° The wetland wi l l remain in this 
state unti l drought returns and drys the wetland, al lowing a 
new stand of emergent vegetation to grow, starting the cycle 
over again. 
It is important to remember that this cycle is only one 
variation of many. high water during wet periods can cause 
the wetland to become open. 
Simi larly, wetlands can be managed by humans in a way 
that would enable a wetland to remain in a certain class 
during times that environmental or biological influences may 
initiate change. Likewise,~ through proper management 
techniques, wetland composition could change dramatical ly at 
times when environmental ®r bi®logical influences are more 
constanto This wil l be discussed in detai l in Chapter 4® 
~~ 
Terestrial Zone 
Low Prairie Zone 
Common Indic®t®r Plcrca 
Poa pr~tensis 
Agropyr®n tr~chyc~u(~m 
Anemone ccnodensis 
Symphoroccrpos ®ccidentalis 
Solidcgo cltissir~o 
Aster ericoides 
Figure 3s Ephemeral Pond vegetation zonation and cross 
section 
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Low Prairie Zone 
Wet Meadow Zone 
Common indicator Florae 
Po® palustris 
Carex praegr©ei(is 
Carex s®rtwellii 
Carex lanuginosa 
Boltonia f atisquama 
ester simplex 
Figure 4e Temporary Pond vegetation zonation and cross 
section 
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CHAPTER 3e WETLAND BENEFITS 
Introduction 
The Law of Supply and Demand states that when supply of 
any commodity diminishes, the demand 9 and thus the benefit 
rises (Brown, 1985)a This may partial ly explain the 
heightened awareness of the benefits of wetiandsa As wetland 
resources become more scarce, the benefits associated with 
these wetlands, as wel l as the wetlands themselves9 have come 
to be recognized by many as extremely important and indeed 
beneficial to humans as wel t as our environment° At the 1985 
National Wetland Assessment Symposium in Portland4 Maine, a 
swamp was defined asp 
Q'an eco l og i ca i 1y and hydro i og i ca l i y dynam i s forested 
wetland with complex interactions ®f sol i , wa°ter4 
f i ora and fauna that provide many va l uab i e env i r~on® 
mental and economic services° 
To many others, swamps are identified as worthless 
parcels of land, fi l led with snakes, insects and other 
undesirable creatures, whose only beneficial use would be the 
reclamation of the sand from wetlands to agricultural ®r other 
developed uses Cooper, 1985)0 
How a person perceives the benefit of a wetland is 
dependent on numerous factors® Just as with forestsq wetlands 
have different benefits to different people° To a logger or 
other wood products workerq the benefits of forests are 
3~ 
largely monetary° He or she makes a l iving off of the forest 
and therefore perceives it as very valuable economical ly° To 
a hiker, the forest provides recreation, a place to get away 
from i t a l l , a p t ace of beauty and serenity o 
Likewise, to a land deveiopen, the marsh also has 
benefit . He sees prof its i n the sa i es of h i s marsh or 1 ake-
front condo lots. On the other hand, to a duck hunter, the 
marsh suppl ies a source of recreation and puts dinner on the 
table. 
Society as a whole may perceive wetlands as having 
numerous benefits, but to many landowners, a wetland on his or 
her property has l ittle benefit (Foster, 1 78). Real izing 
that this wetland has l ittle benefit, the decision to destroy 
the wetland is for the most part4 an economical decision4 and 
one easi ly made at that° However4 destr®ying the wetland not 
only negates any benefits to this generation4 but also to 
future generations° 
There are many benefits associated with wetlands° 
Benefits can be broken into three groups 
1. Benefits to human society 
2 v Benefits to the env i ronmen°t 
3e Benefits to wi ldl ife 
These benefits can be individua]ized or they may be broad 
ranged. For example, benefits to society may also be a 
benefit to the environment° Concurrently, benefits to society 
rnav not be benefits to wi 1 d 1 i fe. A wet i and may be of i ow 
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benef i t i n terms of w i l d l i fe habitat , but i is 1 °cat i on to 
urban populations and its natural beauty make it an ideal 
wetland for recreation, education and visual beauty° 
Benefits to human soc i etv 
There are two benefits for humans associated with 
wetlands -- consumptive and non-consumptive° Consumptive 
benefits are those benefits whereby something tangible is 
removed from the wetland. These benefits include hunting, 
fishing, trapping, agricultural production and waste water 
assimi lation° These tangible benef its are easy to determine 
since monetary benefits can easi ly be quantified° 
Non-consumptive benefits of wetlands can be divided into 
aesthetics (visual-cultural ) 4 recreation (hunting9 fishing and 
trapping are forms of recreat i ®n but are cons i der~ed 
consumptive since something is removed from the wetland} and 
educational/scientific. 
Nan-consumptive use benefits are i ntang i b l e -- they are 
difficult to place a price tag onm The significance of 
intangible benefits is the product of sensory percepti®n by 
the observer. Instead of products or materials being removed 
from a wetland, as is the case with consumptive benefits, non- 
consurnpt i ve benefits are i n °the form of human fee i i ngs , 
perceptions or rewards ~Reimhold and Hardisky, 1978). 
These benefits are often over i ooked for numerous reasons 
~~ 
such as the d i ff i cu 7 ty i n assessing the benef i t ®f i ntang i b i es 
such as aesthetics Indeed, very few people have attempted to 
devise a method by which aesthetic benefits can be nneasured 
~Smardon, 1978). 
The inclusion of scenic-aesthetic and cultural benefits 
in any wetland benefit analysis is of vital importance since 
these wetlands appeal to and satisfy a very important inner 
psychologica] need of mankind° They inv®lve mankind°s higher 
aspirations° phi losophy, beauty, learning, spiritual and 
humanitarian concerns -® those elusive elements that snake up 
the aqua f l y e l us i ve thing known as t 4qua i i °ty ®f i i fe 44 ( N i er i ng, 
1985). 
Agricultural benefits  As the ~lnited States was being 
developed and expansion moved westward $ wetland areas were 
being destroyed to provide land for agricultural purposes° 
What we didn°t real ize then was that these drained lands, if 
left as wetlands, provided agricultural uses and products of 
their ®wno 
According to 4~entz ( 1981) , one of the most obvious uses 
of wetlands is for grazing or haying of wetland vegetation° 
I n many parts of °the 11n i tad States , as we l l as i n many other 
countries, farmers and ranchers have depended on the hay crops 
that wetlands can provide® These hay crops can be extremely 
valuable in those areas where periodic drought causes upland 
crop fai lures, as happened in the midwest in 1988. 
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I ndeed ~ the wet 1 and bas i n may be the on 1 y part of the 
farm that produces a harvestable crop during drought years° 
Harvesting of hay from wet 1 ands or d i rect grazing 9 therefore 9 
nay be a viable alternative to draining of wetlands and the 
planting of row crops or other agricultural products CWentz, 
19S 1) o 
f~any wetland plants have high nutritional benefit and in 
some areas of the country, these plants are recognized as some 
of the best forage avai lable. According to Wentz ~1~51), most 
marsh grasses, sedges and rushes are as good as or better than 
~Centucky Bluegrass far grazing by l ivestock or hay production° 
In freshwater marshes, common reed, reed canary grass, 
maidencane and many cut grasses are quite nutritious to cattle 
and other grazers° 
Humans have also directly benefited fr®m wetland plants° 
Wi ld rice and flour from cattai l tops have suppl ied humans 
with food. The arrowleafs provide underground tubers commonly 
known as Indian anion or ®uck Potato° Sweet flag with its 
pungent9 aromatic rootstocks9 are used as flavoring in food 
and candy and as a perfume in various oi ls and soaps° 
Although wi ld rice was a food staple of many Native 
American tribes and is the only product consumed frequently 
throughout °the United States, the other plants mentioned 
indicate past use as wel l as possible future use. 
In other countries such as China, the lotus is grown 
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extensive 1 y for food. Most of the i otus species produce 
beautiful flowers and acorn-sized seeds that taste l ike 
chestnutsa Lotus tubers, when properly prepared and baked, 
resemb]e sweet potatoes {Wentz, 1981)0 
Today, careful management of wetlands may al low some 
landowners to use the wetlands to raise animal food products 
such as crayfish, carp, leaches, bul lfrogs and bait fish, 
including minnows without harming the wetland habitato 
Wetlands are agricultural ly valuable not only because 
they provide products, but also by trapping sediments and 
nutrients that may be eroded from adjacent cultivated land° 
Not on l y i s th i s an agr i cu i tuna 1 benefit , i t i s an 
env i ronmenta 1 benefit s 
Recreat i ona 1 benef its one benefit of wetlands that 
peop 1 e often do not real ize i s the i t recrea-t i ona 1 benefit 
Recreational activities include 
which, depending on one`s view, 
{Reimhold and Hardisky9 1978}0 
Based on actual usage9 the 
associated with wetlands4 other 
trapping, were nature study and 
1983}. These included visiting 
a variety of experiences 
may or may not be consumptive 
most 
than 
food 
significant recreation 
hunting , f i sh i ng and 
gathering {Smardon, 
interpretive centers, studying 
nature and wi ldl ife, taking photographs and gathering natural 
foods. 
The l ist of activities one can perform in a wetland is 
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lengthy. These may include birdwatching 4 hiking, photography 
swimming, canoeing9 hunting, fishing4 or just relaxing and 
daydreaming. 
There are other activities which, depending on your point 
of view, are much more controversia] v Among these are swamp 
buggying, snowrnobi l ing9 air and motor boating9 and the riding 
of al l -terrain vehicles CSmardon, 1983)0 
There have been many attempts to quantify the 
recreational benefits of wetlands in a monetary way. 
According to Reimhold and Hardisky (1978)4 the average duck 
hunter in the United States spends approximately $500 per year 
on waterfowl hunting° 8y multiplying this amount by the 
number of hunter s it is easy to see that there is a very 
large sum of money spent on this type ®f recreation each yearn 
In a more regional study 4 Johns®n and Linder (1986) 
stated that resident hunters in south ®akota during 1982 spent 
an average of $206 041 per hunter per season in pursuit of 
waterfowl and other wetland gamem Johnson and Linder 01986) 
further estimate that actual expenditures for ai l wetland 
related hunting in South Dakota for 1980 was $2441 74265 or 
36% of al l hunting expenditures for that yearn 
Trapping of mammals in wetlands has became a multi-
mi l l ion dol lar industry in the united states tWentz, 1981). 
Every year, hundreds of thousands of muskrat9 mink 4 raccoon, 
beaver and nutria are harvested from wetlands. Uf these 
~. o 
species9 the most important wetland forbearer is the muskrat® 
Raccoon is aiso extremely important, often being trapped in or 
near wetlands (Ti lton and schwegler, 1978). Many other 
species harvested in or near wetlands are dependent on wetland 
habitat for breeding, feeding and shelter° 
Reirnhold and Hardisky (1978) further state that the 
f'actuai ~4 recreational benefit obtained from wetlands cannot be 
evaluated in terms of dol lars because of the inner peace of 
mind obtained from a day in °the marshm 
Recreational use of wetlands is unparai le1ed to the high 
scenic qual ity of wetlands° Although the i is°t is iengthyQ 
fewer types of recreat i ona 1 act ~ v i t i es were found for wet i ands 
°than were found for up 1 and areas o According t® srraardon , th i s 
could partial ly be explained by °the difficulty of gaining 
physical access to or into wetlands° 
I t i s fa i r l y obvious that i f i t weren't for °the wet 1 ands 
that support ducks and other waterfowl , there would be very 
few duck hunters i n the country ~ And , because of this , duck 
hunters are responsible for preserving many wetlands through 
the purchase of hunting l icenses and Migratory Bird and 
Conservation Stamps, since these funds are partial ly used to 
purchase wetlands (Wentz, 1981)° These hunters are aiso 
responsible for providing money t® state wi ldl ife agencies to 
preserve and manage wetlands. 
Many people feel that duck hunting is counterproductive 
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to decl ining duck populations. However, the very nature of 
the programs implemented for duck hunters assures continued 
sustained duck populations, for without revenues raised from 
hunting l icenses and Migratory Bird and Conservation Stamps 
l ittle support would be avai lable for wetland protection® 
Ducks Unl imited is just one of many privates interest 
groups dedicated to preserving and protecting our remaining 
wetlandsa This conservation group is responsible for many 
marsh restorations and reconstructions nationwide9 including 
Iowan 
Educational benefits Since Earth Day 20 years ago, 
there has been an increased interest in environmental 
education at ai l leve]s. Wetlands can pr®vide ®utd®or 
classroonns where teachers can demonstrate the workings ®~ the 
environment to their studentso They demonstrate basic 
ecological principles of botany, hydrology, natural history 
and wi ldl ife studies operative in natural ecosystems (Niering, 
1985}® 
Indeed, from an educational perspective4 one ®f °the most 
i mportant c~ua l i t i es of wet i ands i s the d i vets i ty ®f d i fferent 
attributes that can be seen or experienced CSmardon, 1978)° 
These wetlands are not only beneficial and interesting 
places f®r elementary, secondary and col lege students to 
v i s i t, but are a l so of s i gn i f i cant benef i t for sc i ent i f i c 
research. 
~~ 
In urban environments where natural landscapes are often 
scarce4 the preservation of remaining wetlands for educational 
purposes is one of the primary justifications for wetland 
protection ~Niering9 1985). According to Niering, every 
educat i ona l i nst i tut i on shoo l d have a wet 1 and access i b l e f®r 
ecological study and observation. By providing nature centers 
nearby and boardwalks constructed into the inner portions of 
the wetland the educational benefit of that wetland is 
greatly enhanced° 
Education of scientists and non_sc i ent i sts regarding 
wet i and benefits i s cr i t i ca 1 i f we are to reverse the °trend of 
wetland destruction. The more people that are educated the 
more they wi l l real ize the benefits associated with wetlands© 
As we understand the benefits of wet 1 ands g we w i 1 1 rea 1 i ze °the 
importance of them and the need t® c®nse~rve them° 
Aesthetic benefits The natural beauty of our nation's 
wetlands have long inspired artists and authors° Many of 
these artists/l iteraries were the first to real ize that 
wetlands (wastelands to most pioneering Americans) were truly 
besot i fu 1 1 andscapes 9 fu i t ®f abundant species ®f wi i d l i fe and 
vegetation 
Several painters have been inspired by wetiands~ 
including Pieter Brueghel who painted numerous wetland scenes. 
John James Audubon, far whom the Audubon 5®ciety was named 
painted many wetland birds ~Reimhoid and Hardisky, 1978), 
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Even today, wetland scenes are being captureei through the 
brushes of many artists, young and oido Maynard Reese, an 
Iowa artist, is wel l known for his many wetland paintings that 
have won many awards. , 
Today, you merely have to walk through the door of most 
cafes in the United States to see prints of wetland wi ldl ife 
hanging abundantly on the wai fs, al l painted by artists 
i nsp i red by the beauty of wet 1 ands and the i r an i nna i 
inhabitants® 
Many poets and writers have also been intrigued by the 
natural beauty of wetiands. Wi l l iam 8yrd9 Wi l l iam Cul len 
Bryant, Ralph Waldo Emerson, James Russel l Lowel l and Henry 
Wadsworth Longfel low al l wrote poems describing wetiands in 
the early years of our country CReimh®id and Hardisky9 1978)° 
Many st®ries have been written with wetlands serving as 
the backdrops Dorothy Sayer's °The Nine Tai lorsQg, Margaret 
Craven's ~~I Heard the Owl Cal l my Name", and Ol ive M. 
Anderson' s °Seekers at Cassandra Marsh'4 depict l i fe i n the 
marsh CReimhoid and Hardisky4 1978)0 
Aesthet i c perceptions or awareness are i r~tertwi ned w i °th 
other cultural perceptions. For a canoeists a wetland area 
may provide recreational benefit based on its location along a 
arse stream, scen i c benef i t derived from the v i s°tas and 
features seen whi le canoeing and educational benefits for the 
wi ldl ife and vegetation identified (8mardon, 1983). 
~~ 
Aesthetic benefits deal with our sensory perception of 
wetlands. The often said words "beauty i s i n the eye of the 
beholder" has merit when deal ing with wetland aestheticsm 
What is beauty to one person may be very unpleasant to 
another. For many peop1eq the mere thought of mosquitoes can 
negate °the positive fee i i ngs associated w i th the beauty of the 
marsh. 
Non-consumptive use benefits g especial ly aesthetics, have 
often been given secondary status when compared to other 
wetland benefits. This is partly because aesthetic benefits 
are more difficult to measure since they involve a more 
personal approach as wel l as benefit judgements which are 
outside the realm of the scientific approach (Nieringq 1385). 
In 1®°king at some studies involving aestheticsQ it is 
important to note that aesthetic benefits are very subjective 
in nature° Indeed wet]ands do provide a variety ®f aesthetic 
experiences, and al l have benefit to humansq yet none of these 
benefits can be adequately priced by the market system used 
today (Reimhoid and Hardisky, 1378)0 
Environmental benefits 
Flood control and sediment trapping Wetlands are 
shown to be of benefit in flood control and prevention and in 
sediment reduction and trapping tlschinger and Auble~ 1980 . 
Many hydrologists estimate that between 8D and 90 percent of 
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al l wetlands are in the floodplains of rivers ~Larson9 1985)© 
These fioodplains are those areas covered by water during a 
100-year flood. It is also estimated that a good proportion 
of these wetlands are located in the floodways (the river and 
the immediate overbank areas necessary to convey flowing water 
and discharge the flood without an increase in the upstream 
flood elevation)o 
In areas abundant with wetlands, flooding can be lessened 
or altogether prevented due to the water storage capacity and 
delayed discharge of the wetlands (Wentz4 1981}® This storage 
capacity, along with the delayed release of floodwater can 
prevent m i nor f 1 ood i ng and i ower peak depths of major f i oods 
downstream. 
Just how much wetlands reduce floodwaters is dependent on 
the wetland to watershed ratio CLarson~ 1985)© According t® 
Larson, the first 10 percent of total watershed area in the 
form of wetlands seems to be the most important. Ratios 
larger than 1:10 sti l l decrease flood peaks; however 9 it was 
found that after l0 percent9 the rates at which the wetlands 
were effective begin to decrease° 
Today, th i s feature of the wet 1 and i s being cap i to i i zed 
on in many developed areas. In many cities4 stormwater 
detention basins are needed to counteract the effects ®f large 
impervious surfaces such as asphalt and concrete CBrown9 
1985). By creating wetlands for stormwater management instead 
~6 
of detention basins void of vegetation, there is the potential 
to enhance water pual ity and reestabl ish runoff patterns that 
were prevalent before development. 
Th i s creation of art i f i c i a l wet 1 ands i n the developed 
areas tray be an important method to add new vital ity to the 
urban landscape whi le at the same time, beginning to reverse 
wetland destruction across the nation° 
Not on 1 y can wet 1 ands he l p reduce f 1 ood i ng , wet ]ands can 
help reduce the sediments suspended in the waterm It was 
found °that bottomiand hardwoods served not only as flood 
storage areas, but also as sediment traps Cischinger and 
Aubie, 1985). These bot°tomland hardwoods provided a 
relatively rough surface causing the water that flowed thr®ugh 
them to be retained° These 1®w velocities ®f water movennent 
resulted in the low transport capacity of the grater with 
deposition of sediments occurring. 
Freshwater marshes, such as those found in the prairie 
pothole region, have simi lar effects° As water passes through 
cattai l beds and. other emergent vegetation, it is slowed downm 
As this is happening, suspended particulates begin to fi lter 
out. 
Wastewater assimi]ation benefits There is mounting 
evidence that many types of wetlands have a special capacity 
and, therefore, a high benefit to assimi late treated sewage 
and industrial wastes and to fi lter out chemicals in runoff 
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from agricultural °Fields (Odum, 1978)o Large wetiands in 
watersheds of urban and agricultural regions, therefore, may 
have a high benefit to human society, whi te at the same time, 
a high environmental benefit° 
Wetlands may benefit society by providing an alternative 
method for treating sewage, as wetlands help to remove 
particulates and other impurities from °the wastewatero 
I n recent years , the use of wetiands for recycl ing of 
treated sewage wastes has gained much attentions 
"The general conclusion of research to date is that 
wetland systems are Wei l adapted to the role as long 
as discharge rates do not exceed capacity of the 
wetiands to treat wastewaters Some researchers have 
l ikened the role of wetlands in sewage treatment to 
'tow energy tertiary treatment faci l ities'" CBrown, 
1985) o 
It has been determined that wetiands are effective in 
removing heavy metal concentrations such as mercury fr®m 
surface waters Wetlands also recycle and trap nutrients such 
as phosphorus, that would otherwise have been lost to rivers, 
lakes and eventual ly the ocean downstream CBrown, 1985)0 
As we become more and more "civil ized" 9 the demands ®n 
the environment for production on °the one hand and wastewater 
assimi lation on the other wi l t increase According to Brown, 
to accommodate this, wetlands for wastewater treatment 
purposes wi l l be given new benefitso 
Today, many cities and industries are beginning to use 
wetlands, both natural and man-made, as part of their sewage 
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treatment process° However, the sizes of sewage treatment 
plants have grown significantly in the past years to the point 
that it is difficult to locate wetland systems capable of 
assimi lating such large amounts of waste (Brown4 1985). 
The continuing trend for these larger wastewater 
treatment faci l ities is not compatible with wetland recycl ing 
of sewage wastes in areas where large wetland systems are 
rarer According to Brown, much research is needed to develop 
smal ler scale technology for wastewater treatment that has the 
same treatment efficiencies as °the i arge p 1 ants ~► but at a 
scale more appropriate to the environment. When this is done° 
the role of wetlands in urban wastewater assimi lation could be 
a very important and valued role to human society° 
A 1 though the use of nature i wet 1 ands for wastewater 
assimi lation is possibieq it is n®t rec®mrnendedA It w®uid be 
fool ish to destroy a natural wetland for this purpose° It 
would be much more sensible to protect the remaining natural 
wetlands and use the restored wetlands for wastewater 
treatment° 
Wi idi ife benefits 
When a person thinks of prairie pothole wi idi ife~ two 
species come to mind: the Muskrat and the Mal lard ®ucko 
Contrary to popular bei ief~ there is a large number of other 
birds and mammals, as wel 1 as repti l~es, amphibians and fish 
~9 
that inhabit the wetland environment for one reason or 
another4 on a yeariy9 partial year or temporary basiso 
Mammal s  Pra i r i e Potho l e Jet ]ands are i nhab i ted by 
many mammals, both big and smal l 4 herbivore and carnivore9
game and non-game° 
Fritzei i (1989) divides these mammais into four types; 
the smal l mammais the semi_aquatic mammals, the carnivores, 
and the white-tai led deerm 
Sem i--squat i s mamma i s Of a i l the mamma 1 s 
associated with wetland habitats4 none is more commonly 
thought of than the muskrato According to Fritzei i (1989)9 
muskrat populations may inhabit ai l types of wetlandso 
Howeverg in the Prairie Pothole Region it is only in the 
semi-permanent and permanent wetlands where muskrats thriven 
The shal lower marshes can be very unforgiving to muskrat 
popuiationso High mortal ity rates may occur in the shal iawer 
marshes as a result of freezing and predators° Even with a 
high mortal ity rate, muskratsq more than any mammal other than 
manq has °the capabi l ity to alter the wetland habitat in which 
it i s l iving and infl ict many changes in the l ife cycle of a 
wet]ando 
Smal l mammais According to Fritzei i (1989)9 
smal l mammais found in the prairie potholes are mostly habitat 
general ists and have no unique adaptations inherent to wetland 
habitat. Populations of smai ] mammals are vital components in 
the diets of many carnivorous mammals, birds and repti les° 
Predators The Prairie Pothole habitat is home to 
many mammal ian predators throughout the year. According to 
Swanson and Duebbert (1989), the red fox, striped skunk, 
raccoon, mink and Franki inys Ground Squirrel inhabit wetlands 
on either a yearly or partial year basis° Although predators 
wi l l prey upon wetland waterfowi q they are essential in the 
maintenance of a balanced ecosystem by ridding the wetland of 
sick or weakened wa°terfowi v 
White-tai led deer Although Table 6 does not l ist 
the white tal i deer as a wetland inhabitant, Fritzei l (19B9} 
states that deer frequently use prairie poth®lase wring the 
fai t and winter months9 deer take up residence in the dense 
wetland vegetation where f®od and shelter is readi ly 
avai lable. 
Table 6. Mammals of the Prairie Pothole Wetlands 
Iowa Department of Natural Resourcesg 19~~) 
S c i ant i f i c Name Common Name 
Didelphis virginiana 
Sorex cinereus 
Sorex hoyi 
Biarina brevicauda 
Cryptotis parva 
Scaiopus aquaticus 
l/irginia opossum 
Masked shrew 
Pygmy shrew 
Short_tai led shrew 
Least shrew 
Eastern mole 
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Table 6. (continued) 
Sc i ent i f i c Name Common Name 
Myot i s l uc i fugus 
Myotis sodal is 
Lasionycteris noctivagans 
Castor canadensis 
Reithrodontomys megalotis 
Peromyscus leucopus 
Microtus pennsylvanicus 
Ondatra ~ibethicus 
5ynaptomys cooperi 
Zapus hudsonius 
Canis latrans 
Urocyon cinereoargenteus 
Procyon lotor 
Mustela ermines 
Mustela nival is 
Mustela frenata 
Mustela vison 
Spi logale putorius 
Mephitis mephitis 
Lutra canadensis 
Little brown bat 
Indiana bat 
Si lver-haired bat 
Seaver 
~destern harvest mouse 
I~h i te-footed mouse 
Meadow vole 
Muskrat 
southern bog lemming 
Meadow jumping mouse 
Coyot e 
Gray fox 
Racco®n 
Errn i ne 
L east wea s e 
Long-°tai 1 ed wease 1 
Mink 
Eastern spotted skunk 
Striped skunk 
River ®tter 
Birds The birds most c®mmonly associated with 
wetlands in the Prairie Pothole Region are the ducks. There 
is an enormous interest in duck hunting within the Prairie 
Potho 1 e Region of North Anner i ca o 
Many of the ducks that inhabit °the wetlands of the 
Prairie Pothole Region are very dependent on the wetland 
habitat. Batt and others (1989) estimated °that between 1955 
and 1985, an average of ~1.~ mi l l ion ducks used prairie 
potholes at one time or another and for one reason or anothers 
according to Batt and others (1989), duck populations in 
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the Prairie Pothole Region varied due to numerous factors from 
a high of 33x6 mi l l ion ducks in 1956 to 1706 mi l l ion ducks in 
1959 to 15x3 mi l l ion ducks in 1989° 
Batt and others X1989) further state that of the 12 duck 
species commonly inhabiting the Prairie Pothole Region, 8 
species had over 50~. of the i r tote 1 populations i nhab i t i ng the 
wet 1 ands of the Pra i r i e Potho i e Region o Of these 8 species 4 
percentages ranged from a high of 88x1?'. for the Biue-winged 
Teal to a low of 62e1% for the Northern Pintai i o The value of 
the Prairie Pothole Region as essential habitat for waterfowl 
is evidentm 
Of course, waterfowl are not the only birds to inhabit 
the Prairie Pothole wetlandso Many wading birds such as the 
Great Blue Heron9 s®ngbirds such as the Yel low®headed 
Blackbird and predators such as the Red-sh®uldered Hawk rely 
on the wetland habitat t® satisfy much of their survival 
needsv 
Table 7m Birds of the Prairie Pothole Wetlands 
(Iowa Department of Natural Resources4 1988) 
Sc i ent i f i c Name Common Name 
Podi iymbus podiceps 
Podiceps nigricol l is 
Aechmophorus occidental is 
Phalacrocorax auritus 
Botaurus lentiginosus 
Ixobrvchus exi l is 
Ardea herodias 
Pied-bi l led grebe 
Eared grebe 
Western grebe 
Double-crested cormorant 
American bittern 
Least b i ttern 
Great blue heron 
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Table 7. (continued) 
Sc i ant i f i c Name Common Name 
Casmerodius aibus 
Egretta thula 
Butorides striatus 
Nycticorax nycticorax 
Nycticorax violaceus 
Sranta canadensis 
Aix sponsa 
Anas crecca 
Anas platyrhynchos 
Areas scuts 
Anas discors 
Anas clypeata 
Anas strepera 
Aythya vai isineria 
Aythya americans 
Aythya col iaris 
Lophodytes cucul latus 
Mergus merganser 
Oxyura ~i ama i s en s i s 
Cathartes  aura 
Pandion hal isetus 
Hai iaetus ieucocephalus 
Circus cyaneus 
Accipiter cooperi i 
Buteo i i neatus 
Rai ius eiegans 
Ral lus l imicola 
Porzana Caro 1 i na 
Gai l inula chloropus 
Ful ica americans 
Charadrius meiodus 
Charadrius vociferus 
Tringa soi itaria 
Actitis macuiaria 
Gal i inago gal i inago 
Scoiopax minor 
Phalaropus tricolor 
Lanus delawarensis 
Lanus argentatus 
Sterna  for star i 
Sterna anti l larum 
Chl idonias nig~r 
Cistothorus platensis 
Cistothorus palustris 
Great egret 
Snowy egret 
Green heron 
Siackecrowned night-heron 
Yei iow-crowned night-heron 
Canada goose 
W®od duck 
Green®winged teal 
Mai lard 
Common pintai l 
Slue-winged teal 
Northern shoveler 
Gadwa i i 
Canvasback 
Redhead 
Ring-necked duck 
Hooded merganser 
Common merganser 
Ruddy duck 
Turkey vu 1 °lure 
®spray 
Said eagle 
Northern harrier 
C®open's hawk 
Red-shouldered hawk 
King rai l 
Virginia rai l 
Sores 
Common moorhen 
American coot 
Piping plover 
Ki l ldeer 
Sol itary sandpiper 
Spotted sandpiper 
Common snipe 
American woodcock 
Wi lson's phalarope 
Ring-bi l led gul l 
Herring gul l 
Forster's tern 
Least tern 
Black tern 
Sedge wren 
Marsh wren 
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Table 7. (continued) 
Sc i ant i f i c Name Cornrnon Name 
Dendroica petechia 
Seiurus motaci i ia 
Geothlypis trichas 
Ammodramus leconteii 
Ammodramus caudacutus 
Melospiza melodic 
Melospiza georgiana 
Agelaius phoeniceus 
Xanthocephalus Xanthocephalus 
Carduel is tristis 
Yel low warbler 
Louisiana waterthrush 
Common yel lowthroat 
Leconte's sparrow 
Sharp-tai led sparrow 
Song sparrow 
Swamp sparrow 
Red_winged blackbird 
Yel iow~headed blackbird 
American go 1 df i nch 
Fish, repti les and amphibians Although dewed by 
certain individuals as a nuisance, fish, repti les and 
amphibians are just as important to a balanced ecosystem as 
waterfow]o Without the presence ®f fash, r~pta les and 
amphibians, their prey9 anclueiing insects and other 
invertebrates, w®u1d grow unchecked resulting an an 
unbalanced ecosystem. 
Table 8o Fish4 repti les and amphibians of the Prairie Poth®1e 
Wetlandsa (Iowa Department of Natura] Resources, 
1988) 
F i sh 
Sc i ant i f i c Name Common Name 
Ami a ca 1 va 
Hiodon alosoides 
Umbra i imi 
Esox americanus 
6owf i n 
Goldeye 
Central mudminnow 
Pickere] 
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Table 8. (continued) 
Fish 
Scientific Name Common Name 
Esox Lucius 
Esox masquinongy 
Cyprinus carpio 
Pimephaies promaias 
Hybognathus hankinsoni 
Notropis emi l iae 
Ictiobus bubalus 
Ictiobus cvprinel lus 
Ictaiurus mesas 
Aphredaderus sayanus 
Funduluc notatus 
Fundulus dispar 
Cuiaea inconstans 
Lepomis gulosus 
Lepomis macrochirus 
Lepomis microlophus 
Lepomis cyane]ius 
Micropterus salmoides 
Etheostoma exi le 
Stizostedion vitreum
Repti les 
Sc i ent i f i c Name 
Northern pike 
Muskel lunge 
Carp 
Fathead minnow 
Brassy minnow 
Pugnose minnow 
Sma 1 i mouth buffs i o 
B i gmouth buffs i o 
Black bul lhead 
Pirate perch 
B]ackstripe t®pminnow 
Starhead topminnow 
Brook stickleback 
Warmouth 
Bluegi l i 
Redear sunfish 
Green sunfish 
Largemouth bass 
Iowa darter 
Wal leye 
Common Name 
Cheiydra serpentina 
Macroclemys temminckii 
Chrysernys picta 
Clemmys insculpta 
Emydoidea blandingii 
Graptemys geographica 
Graptemys pseudogeographica 
Pseudemys scripts 
Kinosternon flavescens 
Sternotherus odoratus 
Tbgolyx muticus 
Trionyx spiniferus 
Nerod i a erythrogaster 
Nerodia rhombifera 
Nerodia sipedon 
Opheodrys vernal is 
Snapping Curt 1 e 
Al l igator snapping turtle 
Western painted tur°t 1 e 
Wood t u rt l e 
Blandi ng's turtle 
Map turtle 
False map turtle 
Sl ider 
I l l inois mud turtle 
Stinkpot 
Smooth softshe 1 1 
Western spiny softshel l 
Plainbel ly water snake 
Diamondback water snake 
Northern water snake 
Smooth green snake 
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Table 8a (continued) 
Repti i es 
Sc i ent i f i c Name Common Name 
Regina graham i i 
Storeria dekayi 
Storeria occipitomacuiata 
Thamnophis proximus 
Thamnophis radix 
Thamnophis sirtai is 
Sistrurus catenatus 
Amphibians 
Scientific Name 
Graham's crayfish snake 
Dekay's snake 
Redbei ly snake 
Western ribbon snake 
Plains garter snake 
Eastern garter snake 
~fassasauga 
Common Name 
Acris crepitans 
Ambvstoma laterals 
Ambvstoma texanum 
Arnbystoma tigrinum 
Bufo arner i canus 
Bufo co~natus 
Bufo woodhousii 
Hyla chrysoscel is 
Hyla crucifer 
Hyla versicoior 
Notophthalmus viridescens 
Pseudacris triseriata 
Rana areoiata 
Rana biairi 
Rana catesbeiana 
Rana ciamitans 
Rana pa ~ ustr i s 
Rana pipiens 
Rana sphenocephal 
5caphiopus bombifrons 
Cricket frog 
Blue-spotted salamander 
Smai imouth salamander 
Eastern tiger salamander 
American toad 
Great plains t®ad 
Toad 
Gray treefrog 
Spring peeper 
Gray treefrog 
Eastern newt 
Choru s f rog 
Crawf i sh frog 
P i a i ns i eopard frog 
Bu i l frog 
Green frog 
P i ckere i frog 
Northern leopard frog 
Southern leopard frog 
P 1 a i ns spadefoot 
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CHAPTER 4a WETLAND RESTORATION METHODOL®GY 
Introduction 
It can safely be assumed that there are as many methods 
of wetland reconstruction as there are basins with 
reconstruction potential and persons planning and implementing 
the wetland reconstruction For the most part q °there is no 
recipe that can be appl ied to each and every wetland 
reconstruction project° Each wetland basin is unique and 
should be studied intensively before a wetland rec®nstruction 
plan can be developed and implemented0 
Factors to consider when preparing a wetland 
reconstruction plan are numer®us and may require knowledge 
from many discipl ines° Soi i 9 water and vegetation are the 
three ma i n °Fact®rs °that i of i uence the compos i t i ®n of pra i r i e 
potho 1 e wet i ands m A thorough understanding of these factors 
is vital to insure success in any wetland reconstruction 
projects However, these are~not the only factors one must 
consider° Topography4 adjacent land uses, cl imate, wi ldl ife 
needs and human needs are other factors one must consider° 
The thoughtful inclusion of al l these factors in the wetland 
reconstruction p 1 an can many t i mes i nsure success of the 
reconstruction prodecta 
Cooperation of ai l parties, including adjacent 
landowners, is equal ly important For a wetland recon-
struction project to be pursued, there needs to be several 
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wi l l ing and cooperative parties® 
The individual iandowner(s) is usual ly required to cease 
or deed the land to the DNR CIowa Department of Natural 
Resources) or other participating organization for a set 
period of time in order to qual ify for most cost sharing 
programs that are avai lable to the landowner° 
The DNR°s or other organization°s involvement w®uid not 
be necessary, of course9 if the wetland reconstruction project 
was to occur on private land with private funds and be 
retained in private ownership° In cases such as this9 the DNR 
could be retained by the private landowner on a consulting 
basis to aid in the develapment of the wetland reconstruction 
project° 
site visitation 
becoming fami l iar with the various wetland habitats of 
the Prairie Pothole Region and to observe these at different 
periods of the year is an essential first step in wetland 
restoration/reconstruction0 Repeated exposure to wetland 
habitats can only increase a person°s knowledge of and 
sensitivity to wetland habitats0 
It is often best to visit marshes with standing water by 
canoe° Although not necessary a canoe wi l l open up the 
entire wetland to observation and exploration. without a 
canoe or other means of floatation, the learning experience 
wi l d be l imited to the shal low perimeter of the marsh as wei ~l 
9 
as the view from the perimeter° 
In many instances where standing water is shal low or° non® 
existent, wetiands can be ful ly explored without the use ®f a 
canoe ~ Th i s was genera l i y °the case w i th most of the pra i r i s 
pothole wetiands in Iowa during the summers of 1988 and 19890 
Whether there is surface water or not9 wetland habitats 
should be observed in an attempt to understand the vegetation 
patterns ~ w i 1 d 1 i fe needs and °the many other cor~np 1 ex 
interrelationships that occurQ 
There are approximately 30,000 acres of wetiands in I®wa 
presentiy~ most of which are publ icly owned and are open to 
visitation by the general publ ic° `fibs foi l®wing is a partial 
i st of pub l i c i y owned Q'pra i r i s poth®i e 4' wet i and s i tes i n the 
Prairie Pothole Region of Iowan 
Table 9® Iowa publ ic prairie potholes 
(Iowa State Preserves Board 4 I98I and Iowa Depart® 
ment of Natural Resources9 can 1989) 
Buena v i sta County 
L, i tt 1 e Storm Lake 
Location: m5 mi le west of Storm Lake 
Size: Z76 Acres 
®escription~ 2/3 marsh4 I/3 open prairie 
Carr° 1 i County 
Artesian Lake 
Location: Ivy mi les southg 105 mi les east of Lanesboro 
Size: ~I Acres 
Description: I/3 marsh9 ~/3 open timber 
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Table 9. (continued) 
Cerro Gordo County 
Clear Lake Pond 
Location: 2 mi les north of Clear Lake 
Size: 41 Acres 
Description: Marsh 
Lekwa Marsh 
Location: South shore of Clear Lake 
Size: 32 Acres 
Description: Marsh, upland 
McIntosh W i l d l i fe Area 
Locatian: North shore ®f Clear Lake 
Size: 219 Acres 
Description: 9/10 upland, 1/10 marsh 
Toppin Marsh 
Location: Near Lake Ckoboji 
Size: 37 Acres 
Description: Marsh 
Ventura Marsh 
Location: Northwest end of Clear Lake 
Size: 782 Acres 
Description: 9/lo marsh, 1/10 prairie 
Clay County 
Barringer Slough 
Locatian: 2 mi les west, 1 mi le north of Ruthven 
Size: 1,178 Acres 
Description: Marsh and prairie 
Dan Green Stough 
Locat i on : 4 v 5 m i i es east of Langdon 
Size: 285 Acres 
Description: Marsh 
Deweys Pasture Wetland Compiex 
Location : . 5 m i c e west O m i t es north of Ruthven 
Size: 779 Acres 
Description: Marsh and prairie 
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Table 9. (continued) 
Clay County 
DU Marsh 
Location: 4 mi les east of Dickens 
Size: 1~0 Acres 
Description: Marsh, uplands 
Elk Lake 
Location: 2 mi tes west, 3 mi les south of Ruthven 
Size: 3~6 Acres 
Description: Shal low lake, marsh 
Round Lake 
Location: 3 mi les north, 2 mi les west of Ruthven 
Size: 430 Acres 
Description: Marsh 
Dickinson County 
Anspach Marsh 
Location: Dickinson County 
S i ze : 2 1 ACreS 
Description: Marsh 
Cory Marsh 
Location: 2 mi les east, 1 mi le north of Lake Park 
Size: 41 Acres 
Description: Marsh 
East Okoboji Slough 
Location: .5 mi le west of Orleans 
Size: 20 Acres 
Description: Marsh 
Gar 1 ock S 1 ouch 
Location: 1 mi i e north, 1 05 mi les west of Mi lford 
Size: 202 Acres 
Description: 1/2 marsh, 1/2 uplanei prairie 
Growers Lake 
Location: 5 mi les north, 2 mi les west of Spirit Lake 
Size: 243 Acres 
Description: Shal ]ow lake, marsh, prairie and timber 
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Table ~. (continued) 
Dickinson County 
Hale's Slough 
Location: 2 mi les north of Orleans 
Size: 85 Acres 
Description: Marsh bordering Spirit Lake 
Jemmerson Sough 
vocation: lm5 mi les west of Spirit Lake 
Size: 343 Acres 
Description : 1 /3 nnarsh, 1 /3 up i and pasture 
McBreen Marsh 
vocation: 2 mi les west, 2v5 mi les north of Orleans 
Size: 14~ Acres 
Description: Marsh9 grasslands 
Pachmayr Marsh 
Location: Near Lake Okobo~i 
Size: 1`70 Acres 
Description: Marsh 
Spring Run Wetland Complex 
Location° 4 mi les east4 1 mi le north ®f Arn®1ds Park 
Size: 18183 Acres 
Description° 1/3 shal low lake~-marsh$ 2/3 prairie 
Swan Lake, Christopherson Slough Complex 
Location: Z mi les north of Superior 
Size: 946 Acres 
Description: 2/3 shal low lake-marsh9 1/3 grass, timber 
Trick 1 e S 1 °ugh 
Location: 4 mi les northeast of Orleans 
Size: 1~ Acres 
Description° Grassland9 marsh 
Yager Slough 
Location: 3 mi les southeast ®f Lake Park 
Size: 56 Acres 
Description: Marsh 
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Table 9. (continued) 
Emmet County 
Burr Oak Lake 
Location: 2 mi les east, 2 mi les south of Wal l ingford 
Size: 216 Acres 
Description: Marsh4 upland timber4 prairie 
Cheever Lake 
Location: 2 mi les south ®f Esthervi l le 
Size: 448 Acres 
Description: Upland prairie and marsh with year round 
standing water 
Cunningham Slough 
Locat i on : 6 m i l es east of Wal l ingford 
Size: 362 Acres 
Description: Marsh and prairie 
Emmet County Prairie 
Location: Three mi les northwest of Esthervi l le 
Size: 200 Acres 
Description: Prairie with several smal l potholes 
Four M i 1 e Lake 
Location: 2.5 mi les west ®f Esthervi 1 1 e 
Size: 243 Acres 
Description: Marsh 
Tuttle Lake Wi ldl ife Area 
Location: 3 mi les northeast of Dol l iver 
Size: 1,378 Acres 
Description: Shal low lake, marsh, upland prairie, timber 
H1est Swan Lake 4Ji ldl ife Area 
Location: 2 mi les south, 1 mi le east of Gruver 
Size: 1,345 Acres 
Description: Shal low lake, marsh9 timber and prairie 
Greene County 
Dunbar Slough 
Location: 5 mi les south, 3 mi les west of Seranton 
Size: 507 Acres 
Description: Shal low marsh, prairie 
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Table 9. (continued) 
Greene County 
Finn Pond 
Locat i on : 2 m i i es west of Jefferson 
Size: ~6 Acres 
Description: Marsh, upland 
Goose Lake 
Location: 5 mi les north, l mi le west of Jefferson 
Size: 4~6 Acres 
Description: Shal low Marsh 
Snake Creek Marsh 
Location: 2 rn i ies north of Rippey 
Size: 240 Acres 
Descripti®n~ Marsh ane! Upland 
Guthr i e County 
Days branch 
Location : 2 rn i i es north , 2 m i i es east of Panora 
Size: 800 Acres 
Description° Marsh4 upland 
Lakin Slough 
Location o 2 ~n i ] es east ,®f Ya l e 
Size: 320 Acres 
Description: 1/2 shal low marsh, 1/2 prairie 
McCord Pond Waterfow i Refuge 
Location: 2 mi les west, 1 mi ce south of Dayard 
Size: 112 Acres 
Description° 2/3 nnarsh, 1/3 upland 
Ham i i °ton County 
Cordons Marsh 
Location : S i x m i l es south of Webster C i ty 
Size: 120 Acres 
Description: Wetland complex with ~0 acres covered by 
water 
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Table 9. (continued) 
Hancock County 
Eagle Lake 
Location: 3 mi les northeast of Sritt 
Size: 919 Acres 
DescriptionQ Shal low lake-marsh 
East Twin Lake 
Locations 3 mi les east ®f Kanawha 
Size: 493 Acres 
Description: ~/3 shal low lake-marsh, I/3 open timber, 
b 
~ra~ ri e 
Kossuth County 
Goose Lake 
Loca°t ion : ~ nn i t es west 9 7 m i i es n®rth of Swea C i ty 
Size: 224 Acres 
Description: 1/2 shal low lake~-marsh, 1/2 ®pen prairiep 
t i rnber 
Iowa Lake Marsh 
Location o 2 m 5 m i l es east 9 6 m i 1 es n®rth of Arnns-trong 
Sizem 126 Acres 
DescriptionA Marsh prairie 
State Line Marsh 
Location: 7 mi les west of Swea City 
Size: 147 Acres 
Description: Marsh, grassland 
Osceola County 
I owa Lake 
Location: 3m5 mi les north, 1 mi le west of Barris 
Size: 114 Acres 
Description: Shal low lake-marsh 
Rush Lake 
Location: 2 mi les east 1 mi le north ®f ®cheyedan 
Size: 336 Acres 
Description: Shal low lake-marsh 
Sutton Lake Marsh 
Location: Osceola County 
Size: 50 Acres 
Description: Wetlands and uplands (2/3 wetland} 
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Table 9. (continued) 
Palo Alto County 
81ue Wing Marsh 
Location: 2 mi les north 1 mi le east of Ruthven 
Size: 266 Acres 
Description: Marsh upland 
Fal low Marsh 
Location: 2.5 mi les southwest of Graettinger 
Size: 186 Acres 
Description: Marsh, upland 
Five Island Lake 
Locat i on : l m i i e north of E~nmetsburg 
Size: 1,10 Acres 
Description: Lake°~marsh 
Lost Island Marsh 
Location: a5 mi le west, 3 mi les north of ~uthven 
Size: 567 Acres 
Description: Marsh upland 
Perkins Marsh 
Location: 3 mi les west9 5 mi les north ®f Er~etsburg 
Size: 24 Acres 
Descripti®n: Marsh$ upland 
Rush Lake 
Location: 6 mi les north of Laurens 
Size: 522 Acres 
Description: Marsh bordered by timber 
Pocahontas County 
Ka l sow Pra i r i e 
Location: Four mi les northwest of Manson 
Size: 160 Acres 
Description: Contains five vegetation communities4 of 
which pra i r i e potho i es comprise one s i ~cth of °the s i to 
Little Clear Lake 
Location: ZO mi les west of Pocahontas 
Size: 187 Acres 
Description: Shal low cake-marsh 
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Table 9. (continued) 
Pocahontas County 
Lizard Lake 
Location : 2 m i l es west 4 m i l es south of G i l more C i ty 
Size: 34S Acres 
Description: Shal low lake and marsh 
Shimon Marsh 
Location: 2 mi les Worths ®5 mi le west of Fonda 
Size: 265 Acres 
Description: Marsh$ upland 
Sac County 
Kiowa Marsh 
Location: .5 mi le east ®f Early 
Size: 336 Acres 
Description: Marshq upland 
Tomahawk harsh 
Location: ~ nni les north ®f Lake View 
Size: 162 Acres 
Description: Marsh4 upland 
Story County 
Dool ittle Prairie 
Location: 2 mi les south of Story City 
Size: 26 Acres 
Description: Prairie$ poth®ies 
Hendrickson Marsh 
Location: 2.5 mi les west of Rhodes 
Size: 601 Acres 
Description: 3/5 open upiand9 2/5 marshy ®pen mater 
Jim Kettieson Greenwing Marsh 
Location: Two miles east of Arnes 
Size: 67 Acres 
Description: Marsh 
Webster County 
Liska-Stanek Prairie 
Location: Two mi les east of Moorland in Webster County 
Size: 20 Acres 
Description: A mesic prairie containing two potholes 
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Table 9. (continued) 
Winnebago County 
Harmon Fake 
Location: 4 mi les west of Scarvi l le 
Size: 483 Acres 
Description: 1/2 marsh$ 1/2 open prairie 
Hogsback Marsh 
location: ~ mi les northwest of Lake Mi l ls 
Size: 137 Acres 
Description: 2/3 marsh9 1/3 open timber 
Myre Slough 
Location: 5 mi les south ®f Thompson 
Size: 430 Acres 
Description: ~/3 marsh4 1/3 open timber9 prairie 
R ice lake 
Location: 2 mi les s®utheast of Lake Mi l ls 
Size: 1,831 Acres 
Description: 1/3 lake-marsh, 2/3 open timber, prairie 
Worth County 
Elk Creek Marsh 
Location° 3 mi les north ®f Joice 
Size: 29000 Acres 
Description: 1/2 marsh, 1/2 upland 
Peterson Potholes 
Location: 4.5 mi les north, 1 mi le east of Joice 
Size: 45 Acres 
Description: Marsh, prairie 
Si lver Lake Marsh 
Location: ~ mi les northeast of Lake Mi l ls 
Size: 109 Acres 
Description: Marsh, grassland, °timber 
Wright County 
Big Wai l Lake 
Location: 7 mi les southeast of Clarion 
Size: 978 Acres 
Description: 9/10 shal low lake-marsh, 1/10 prairie, 
timber 
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Table 9. (continued} 
Wright Count 
Eim Lake 
Location: 3 mi tes northeast of Clarion 
Size: 466 Acres 
Description: 9/10 shal low lake-marsh, 1/10 prairie4 
t i rnber 
Morse Lake 
Location: 5 mi tes west of Delmond 
Size: 171 Acres 
Description: 2/3 shal low lake-marsh9 1/3 prairie, timber 
Roi l ing Acres Potholes 
Location: 4 mi tes west of Helmond 
Size: 40 Acres 
Description° Upland, marsh 
So i i s 
According to Hightshoe C19~9}, soi is are one ®f the key 
determinants in the makeup of plant c®mmunitieso Due to 
their chernicai and physical composition, soi l types are an 
important indicator of the vegetation communities from which 
they were formed° 
In a general senses soi is, along with regional factors of 
precipitation and temperature, indicate past vegetational 
composition° For example, soi is that original ly supported 
wetland vegetation and have been converted to agriculture or 
other land cover since the settlement period would l ikely be 
su i tab i e for future wetland cover . Th i s wo.0 l d be the case i f 
no severe alteration of the soi l structure or its surface 
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drainage had previously occurred9 and, as long as regional 
precipitation and temperature remain relatively unchanged° 
In looking for sites suitable for wetland reconstruction9 
an excel lent point of beginning is~to consult a county soi l 
survey publ ished by the United States Department of 
Agriculture, Soi i Conservation Servicem Depending on the date 
of publ ication of the survey, much information concerning 
potential wetland reconstructi®n can easi ly be obtained. 
Most Iowa county sol i surveys identify those soi ls that 
have either a good, fair, poor ®r very poor potential to 
support wetland vegetation and associated wi ldl ife, as wel l as 
the potential of these soi ls to support shal low water. In 
many cases9 this is displayed in easy to read tables. Story 
County So i i Types Su a tab i e for wet 1 and Habitat 4 for exatnp 1 e 
are presented in Table 1~ ®n page 730 
Besides the preceding9 the USDA SCS Soi i Surveys include 
written descriptions of each s®i l type indicating placement in 
the landscape and general slope° It is important to review 
th i s i reformat i on as i t reveal s the most su i tab l e f 1 oodp l a i n 
and prairie pothole soi ls most l ikely to support wetland 
pants and wi ldl ife. An example of this may be found in Table 
11 (General Description of Story County Sol is Suitable for 
Wetland Habitat) on page 740 
However , i t i s those so i t s found i n basins w i °th abundant 
depressions where prairie potholes most often occur. It is 
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therefore9 on these soi ls that individuals concerned with 
prairie pothole reconstruction should concentrate their 
efforts . 
In conjunction with reviewing the soi l survey manuals, 
the observation of the 1 andscape fronn the a i r during wet 
seasons may identify drained wetland basins capable of being 
restored. Studying existing aerial photographs may also 
reveal potential wetland restoration sites° 
Talking to Q4old-timers°'9 who know the land and have 
worked it for many years9 may aid in locating where wet soi ls 
appear in the springs 
It should be noted that it is important to look at soi ls 
outside of the proposed site boundaries. The proximity of 
wetland soi ls ®n the site to wetlands and/or wetland soi ls 
nearby w i 1 1 have an i nnpact as to the use ®f the reconstructed 
wetland by wi ldl ifeo Proxinnity to existing and possible 
reconstructed wetlands wi l l also have an impact as to whether 
the project is assisted by the DfVR or noto 
This does not mean that areas with these soi ls are the 
only areas in which to construct a wetiando 6~ith proper 
knowledge, constructs®n °techniques and conditions, a wetland 
may be created on mast sites, including highly porous, wel l 
drained upland soi ls. In 19829 Post, Buckley, Schuh and 
Jernigan, inc. ~PBSJ}, an Engineering and Landscape 
Architecture/Planning firm was contracted to design a 
~~ 
~Qreenbeit suitable for stormwater retention in a housing 
development (Beacon Woods} near Hudson Florida (Godley and 
Cal lahan, 1983)° The problem was that Beacon Woods was 
]ocated in one of the most xeric areas in Florida with soi ls 
and fine sand exceedingly drained and nutrient poorm 
PBSJ' s i ntent i on was to deve 1 op a variety of F 1 or i da 
native vegetation communities, including wetlands, throughout 
the greenbelt° In order to create wetlands in the sandy soi l , 
the soi ls had to have water retention capabi l ities° To do 
this, they had to first create the depressions for the wetland 
areas and then l ine them with a very impermeable clay capable 
of retaining water for l ong periods of t i me o 
once this was accompl ished, a layer of organic muck from 
existing wetlands was spread over the clay l iner to provide a 
vegetation seed source and a suitable substratum f®r root 
growth and anchorage° Within a year of construction, the 
original wel l drained sandy soi l was transformed into a 
vibrant4 wel l diversified series of native wetland communities 
(Godley and Cal lahan9 1983 ® 
Whi le is is possible °to design and bui ld a wetland on an 
upland, wel l drained site, it is not advised° The abi l ity of 
a wet 1 and such as th i s to function over the 1 ong term i s 
doubtfu 1 ® Wet 1 and °Functions and i ongev i ty are great 1 y 
enhanced by °the presence of a suitable environment° 
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Table 10. Story County soi ls suitable for wetland habitat 
(From DeWitt, 1984) 
SOIL TYPE MAP ACREAGE % WETLAND HABITAT RANKING 
UNIT PLANTS WILDLFE SHALLOW 
OPEN WATER 
Okoboji 6 7205 2v0 GOOD GOOD GOOD 
Zook 54 2020 Ooh GOOD GOOD GOOD 
Okoboji 90 835 Oo2 GOOD GOOD GOOD 
Harps 95 19810 504 GOOD GOOD GOOD 
Webster i07 57750 15x9 GOOD GOOD GOOD 
Coiand 135 10925 300 GOOD GOOD GOOD 
Coiand 2018 3345 0.9 GOOD GOOD GOOD 
Cyl inder 202 170 0.0 FAIR FAIR FAIR 
Cyl inder 203 515 0.1 FAIR FAIR FAiR 
Palms 221 390 Ovl GOOD GOOD GOOD 
Biscay 259 2875 Oo8 GOOD GOOD GOOD 
Rolfe 274 245 0a1 GOOD GOOD GOOD 
Ottosen 288 2245 Oa6 FAIR FAIR FAIR 
Cordova 386 870 0.2 GOOD GOOD GOOD 
Kossuth 388 6180 l07 GOOD GOOD GOOD 
Spi i lvi i le 485 6360 ls7 FAIR FAIR FAIR 
Caniste® 507 25860 701 GOOD GOOD GOOD 
Talcot 559 1930 Oes G®OD GOOD GOOD 
Okoboji 956 3910 lml GOOD GOOD GOOD 
Spi l ivi i le 1585 1955 Oo5 FAIR FAIR FAIR 
TOTALS 1554395 4205 
TOTAL FAIR 11245 ACRES 3.1% 
TOTAL GOOD 144150 ACRES 39.7% 
GOOD - Element is easy to establ ish, maintain or improve 
upon. A ranking of good i dent i f i es °that there are few, i f 
any, l imitations that may affect ordinary management of 
wetland habitats. 
FAIR _ Element can be establ ished, maintained or improved 
upon, however, intense management may be necessary to acheive 
satisfactory wetland habitatsa 
PLANTS - Soi ls suitable for annual and perennial wi ld 
herbaceous plants growing on moist or wet soi ls, not including 
floating-leaved or submersed aquatic vegetation. 
WILDLIFE - Sol is suitable for duck, geese, muskrat, mink, 
etc. populations consisting of open marshy or shal low water 
conditions. 
SHALLOW OPEN WATER ~- Sol is suitable to support water areas 
i n depths of 1 ess than f i ve feet . F ] oat i ng-1 eaved and 
submersed aquatics may be present. 
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Topography/ad~iacent landowners 
Two key factors determining the size and shape of a 
reconstructed wetland are topography or rel ief of the sand and 
adjacent sand ownership° when Iowa was young, wetland basins 
dotted the landscape within the Prairie P®thole Region of 
Iowa. There were no fences and no property l ines dividing the 
land into smal l parcelso 
Many of those basins, although drained, are sti l l 
present. Unfortunately, fence rows and property l ines now 
divide the state into 1/~ mi le, 1/~ mi le and 1 mi ie~ etcv, 
parcels of land with l ittle regard to vegetation patterns and 
topography. As a result, wetiand basins frequently l ie on two 
or more adjacent propertieso In counties with l ittle 
topographical rel ief9 such as story County near the southern 
boundary of the Pre i r i e P®tho l e Reg i ®n 4 th i s i s ®ften the 
scenario. 
Topography dictates wetland size, shape and depth. 
Topography, in conjunction with adjacent land ownership, 
d i states °the fees i b i l i ty of wetiand reconstruction projects m 
The soi 1 s of a particular site$ along with the rei ief of the 
landscape may be optimum for wetland reconstruction, but the 
location of the basin near a property l ine, increasing the 
possibi l ities of adjacent i and being f l ooded or dra i n t h e 
rendered useless, may negate any chance of a successful 
wetland reconstruction project. 
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If topography appears to be suitable to prevent water 
from pool ing on the adjacent land, steps must sti l l be taken 
to prevent water from pool ing in the adjacent ti le° The 
observation of no standing water on the adjacent Jand does not 
indicate al l is well If the adjacent the systems are at an 
elevation less than the surface water elevation in the 
reconstructed wetland, adjacent fi le systems may fi l l with 
water° As a result of reconstructi®n, these °ti le systems may 
be rendered useless. 
Through negotiations with adjacent landowners9 and an 
assurance of mutual wetland rec®nstruction benefits, such as 
increased wi ldl ife populations, aesthetic qual ity and tax 
incentives, property l ines do not need to become barriers f®r 
wetland reconstruction projects as is often the cases The 
fi l l ing of adjacent sand owner°s fi le systems can be of 
benefit for the adjacent landowner° The adjacent landowner 
can reap the benefits of a reconstructed marsh without having 
to pay for construction . 
For there to be a prairie pothole wetland, a basin and 
thus, topography is required® In terms ®f reconstruction4 if 
there were no boundaries, al l wetland basins, if sti l l intact, 
could be reconstructed° If the basin fal ls completely within 
a parcel of land, chances of reconstruction are more l ikely 
than if the basin spi l led out into an adjacent property° In 
counties where there is adequate topographical rel ief such as 
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near Lake Okoboji , restoration projects are more l ikely to 
occur because of basins being entirely within the property 
l inesm 
In the southern counties of the Prairie Pothole Region of 
Iowa, where land parcels are not significantly different in 
size than land in the northern c®unties9 and where 
topographical rel ief is much gentler4 wetland reconstruction 
projects are less l ikely to be initiated° The reasoning for 
this is not enough topography to keep the basin from flooding 
adjacent propertieso 
Through °topographical manipulation, however, successful 
wetland reconstruction can be accompl ished in the southern 
counties of the Prairie Pothole Region of I®was This, of 
course, would be much ~n®re expensive than in areas where 
grading of the 1 and wou 1 d n®°t be required o 
Topographical survey 
Very l ittle topographical information at a scale 
suitable for wetland rec®nstruction is readi ly avai lable in 
Iowan United States Geological Survey tUsSeGeSoj 705 Minute 
Topographical Maps of the entire state are avai lable for 
purchase and review° Unfortunately9 the scale of the maps 
dictate that the contour intervals be at best9 10° contour 
intervals. Because of the gentle slopes of wetland basins, a 
10' contour interval would be of i ittie value. A contour 
~8 
interval of 1° would be ideal 0 ~ 1° contour interval map wi l l 
identify many subtle features in the landscape, such as 
shal low depressions, often not identified on 10° contour 
i nterva l maps o 
If budget and time pernnit9 a detai led t®pographic survey 
resulting i n a l` contour snap ®f the prop®sed wet 1 and bas i n i s 
highly recommended. If budget and time are a constraint$ an 
acceptable alternative survey method would be to record only 
the results of key elevation points such as the bottoms of 
basins4 intakes for t he systemis$ high points between basins 
and 1 ow spots a 1 ong property l i nes Q to Hann° a few o 
Experienced surveyors should be consulted, if not 
contracted to perform the survey° If the basin is near 
adjacent properties9 it nay be wise to survey a portion ®f the 
affected adjacent property t® m i n i m i ze confl icts i n the future 
with adjacent landownerso Looking only at topography, an 
experienced surveyor, within a short period of time. wi l l have 
a general i dea as to the r~nerit of a reconstruction projects 
D i kes D i kes are often cannecessar~ i n °the 
reconstruction of wetlandso In such eases4 re-establ ishment 
of a wetland may be as simple as providing a water source to 
the basin. ®ikes may be necessary if a wetland is to be 
establ ished where there was none before or if there is a need 
to deepen or enlarge an existing or former wetland. 
because wetland basins are general ly very gentle in siope~ 
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an increase in water elevation by just one foot could 
significantly i ncrease the surface area of the water in the 
basin (see Figure 11, page 82)v 
Dikes can be very elaborate or very simple in design and 
construction, depending on the size of wetland that it wi l l 
impound Dikes constructed for impoundment of prairie pothole 
wetlands in Iowa area for the most part9 simple and 
inexpensive° These can be constructed from earth removed from 
the basin on the wetland side of the dike, general ly without 
the involvement of engineers° The only equipment required to 
bui ld simple dikes such as these9 would be a caterpi l lar type 
tractor . 
These types of dikes can be constructed in as short a 
t i me as a few hours and are designed °t® have a l i fe expectancy 
of 10 years° For more permanent dikes and f®r large wetiands4 
engineers should be involved in the design and construction of 
the d i ke e 
soi ls within the wetland basin, are, far the most part, 
of clay origin, thus making the basin soi ls suitable for dike 
construct i an a I f non-c 1 ay soi l s are used for the construction 
of the dike, a clay l inerq such as ~entonite, may be required 
to permit water retention° 
The Iowa Department of Natural Resources recommends that 
the dike be constructed to a height 1 or 2 feet above the 
maximum water level with maximum side scopes of 4D percent and 
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a maximum depth of water at 305 feet° Scopes on the wetland 
side of the dike can be much gentler since a scope of ~0 
percent wi l l result in a very narrow wetland vegetation zone° 
Swales on one or both sides of the dike may be necessary to 
provide water passage when there are no other water control 
devices or when outflow is greater than the carrying capacity 
of the water control devicesm 
whatever the case, steps should be taken to prevent water 
from f 1 ow i ng over the top of the d i ke e I f water does f i ow 
over the top of the dike, serious damage to the dike and sand 
downstream may occur. 
The DNR further recommends that a sayer of chicken wire or 
S1m1 1ar material be buried one foot below the ground laves t.o 
prevent burrowing animais9 such as muskrats4 fr®m passing 
through and damaging the dike° 
There are many variations t® these cri-teria~ however, 
these seem °to be the standard fo i l owed by the I owa Department 
of Natural Resources in °their efforts to reconstruct prairie 
potholes in Iowa tsee Figure 15, page 93)0 
The height of the dike can be calculated quite simply by 
determining the elevation of the deepest part of the basin and 
the elevation of where the dike is to be located. once these 
two elevations have been determined through a °topographical 
survey, the height of the d i ke and thus , the quantity of f i 1 l 
can be determined Csee Figure 12, page 83). 
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W=1 o3.5y 
—1 I I-1 I I~I I I ~ I  1 I 1=1 
i=i i 
—G=101'—
(—I I I 1 1 I-1 I l~ I I I~ I I 1=1 I I. —1 I I~~ ~ 1 I I~ 1 1 I~I 
Elevation of basin (B) -i~ 3e5 feet* ® maximum water level (1~V) 
iVlaximum water level (UI(} + 1 or 2 feet = elevation of dike (D) 
Elevation of proposed dike (D) — elevation of ground where 
dike to be located (G} = height of dike (H} 
Cross sectional area of dike (A~ X length of dike (L} volume 
of dike f i I I (V)'~* 
~` ~- Maximum depth of 3.5 feet ray not be possible due to 
water flowing onto adjacent or unsuitable land 
** — Quantity of fill may be needed if fill material is being 
hauled in from a different location 
—or—
B ~+- 3.5' = W W ~- 1059 (~ 059) = D 
D -~ G= H A x L= ~/ 
Figure 12 . Determination cif dike e 1 evat i on 
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Water sources As a result of the Wisconsin Glacier4 
much of the Prairie Pothole Region of Iowa is composed of 
soi ls poor in permeabi l ity and landscapes riddled with 
depressions. Before any of these rich sai ls could be farmed, 
many of them needed to be drained° Often, this was 
accompl ished by instal l ing drain ti les and ditches, capable of 
rapidly carrying water from the basins to the streams, rivers 
and lakes° 
At first, clay and concrete ti les were used; however, 
more recently, plastic has become the most widely used drain 
fi le materi~al m frequently, basins are drained with a 
combination of clay, concrete and plastic, where new ti les 
replace old and worn out systemsm In some instances, wetlands 
are beginning to reappear on their own in areas where ti les 
have fai led and have not been replaced (LaGrange, 1989)° 
A very necessary component in wetland habitats is water° 
Restoring water to a basin can be accompl ished using several 
methods; the first involves the removal of the drain ti le: 
Drainage contractors are often employed to instal l drain 
fi le systems. The knowledge and equipment used to instal l 
drain the is also used to remove the ti le. Using a drainage 
contractor to remove the existing ti le, although expensive, 
may save much time and money in the long run. If a drainage 
contractor is not used, the fol lowing steps can be fol lowed in 
order to restore water to a former wetland basin. 
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la Determine outflow area of wetland basin 
2v Dig trench perpendicular to assumed drain fi le near basin 
outlet 
3v Once t he is located: 
a. Remove section of perforated drai n ti le, beginning i n 
the basin near the outflow area and extending beyond 
outf i ow area to a d i stance of 40 to 50 feet, cap end of 
uphi l l portion of drain the and al low water to percolate 
upward into basin. 
b. Remove section of perforated drain ti le, beginning in 
the basin near the outflow area and extending beyond 
outflow area to a distance of 40 to 50 feet, instal l non-
perforated p i pe to end of uph i ] l portion of perforated 
drain the and bring to the basin surface. 
c. Remove ai l existing drain fi le tvery expensive and 
time consuming--should only be used when conditions 
dictate). 
In many instances, ditches were constructed to drain the 
potho i es . When th i s i s the case , d i erupt i on ®f water f i ow can 
eas i l y be accomp i i shed by rennov i ng the organ i s mater i a i fr®m 
the ditch with a dozer and constructing a clay plug (Dornfeld 9
1988)° 
According to Dornfe l d { 1988 } , a combination of d itches 
and fi le was used in the past to drain wetlands® When this 
occurred, the the was often placed beneath the ditch to 
maximize drainage. In such cases, it is necessary to both 
remove a segment of existing fi le and construct a clay plug 
downhi l l from the removed -ti le. Fai lure to complete both 
steps wi l l result in the water not pool ing. According to 
Zimmer {1990) 4 a ditch and fi le drainage combination was not 
used on a regular basis in the past, however. 
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Dater control devices Once water has been returned to 
a basin, management of that water wi l l be critical to insure 
success of a wetland reconstruction project° Since the inflow 
of water into a basin cannot always be regulated (i veo , 
droughtq etc.) management of water outflow is necessary° 
Water levels must be regulated to insure maximum wi ldl ife 
habitat and vegetation diversity9 and protection against 
flooding of adjacent land or drain ti le° 
There are several methods used to control water ieveis in 
wetland basinss Some of these methods are simple and 
inexpensive whi te others are more complex and may c®st much 
more. 
The simplest of these methods is to al low topography ono 
man-made modifications) to r~g~late water levels° Swaies ®r 
low spots at the outflow area of a basin could determine 
maximum depth of water in the basin° With this method 
regulation of water ieveis below the elevation of the outflow 
area is l imited to water loss as a result of evaporation9 
transpiration and infi itrati®no 
A second method in regulating water outflow is with man-
made swales. Again q as with natural swaies, manmade swales 
wi l l have no impact on water ieveis below the elevation of the 
water outflow area. 
A third method in regulating water outflow is with 
mad i f i cat i on of existing dra i n t i l e. Modification of existing 
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dra i n f i l e to regulate water outflow and water l eve i s can be 
accompl ished using several techniques. 
One simple technique in modifying existing drain fi le is 
to f i rst remove a segment of dra i n t i l e v once th i s has been 
done, a flexible segment of non-perforated pipe can be 
attached to the drain fi le exiting the basin. The non® 
perforated p i pe i s then bent towards the surface w i th °the 
unattached end being placed at an elevation equal to the 
maximum water level. 
The f l ex i b i e p i pe can be supported i n a ver°t ~ ca 1 ®r 
diagonal position using angle iron, rebar or simi lar style 
supports and a medium gage wire (see Figure 13, page ~l~m An 
advantage to having the exposed flexible pipe at an angle 
would be the variety of water depths9 including t®tal 
drawdowno By removing the wire supports and al lowing the pipe 
to fa 1 1 to the wetland f 1 oor , complete drainage of the bas i n 
is possible. 
The result of this the modification al lows the existing 
t he to function in a manner simi lar to its intents however, 
the drain fi le exiting the basin wi i ] only have water fl®wing 
through it once the water in the basin has reached the rim of 
the non-perforated pipe (see Figure 13, page ~1~. 
A more comp 1 ex modification of existing dra i n t i i e 
involves the use of a device cal led a Wisconsin Tube. This 
can be purchased as a unit; however, most often it is 
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handmade. Components of a Wisconsin Tube general ly include a 
metal or concrete culvert, two strips of angle iron and 
several 2'4x4", 2"x6", 4"x4" or larger treated lumber. 
The d i ameter of the cu 1 vent w i 1 l be dependent on the s i ze 
of the wetland impounded. A 20-acre wetland may require a 4-
foot d ~ ameter cu 1 vent whereas a one-- or °two®acre wetland may 
requ i re a l -foot d i ameter cu 1 vent . A 4-foot d i ameter cu 1 ver°t , 
although not necessary, is often used on the smal ler wetlands 
to enable workers to get inside the Wisconsin Tube and make 
necessary repairs or servicings. 
The length of the culvert wi l l be dependent on the depth 
of the existing drain ti le. The culvert must be long en®ugh 
that, when placed on end, Hri l l reach the surface. The top 
elevation of the culvert must be at an elevation greater than 
the desired maximum water elevation tree Figure 149 page 92)0 
A Wisconsin Tube performs simi larly to the previous 
method. This can be connected to the existing drain ti le, but 
does not have to be. If so, the first step is to remove a 
segment of °the existing dra i n t h e near l y equal `to 4 but l ess 
than the diameter of the culvert° 
Once this is accompl ished, two holes equal to the 
diameter of the drain fi le are cut opposite each other near 
the bottom of the culvert. The culvert is then placed on end, 
inserting the existing drain pipe into each of the two holes° 
The ang 1 e i non i s then fastened to the i ns i cie s ides of the 
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culvert opposite each other and perpendicular to the flow l ine 
of the dra i n t h e 
The treated wood i s then used as a dam i n the f low of 
water through the drain ti le° The individual wooden boards 
tstop logs), cut to a length sl ightly less than the distance 
between the two angle iron tracks, are placed in the angle 
iron tracks0 The water level is °then regulated according to 
the number of boards in the tracks or° slats° The boards9 
although loose fitting when placed in the Wisconsin Tube, wi l l 
swel l with water and form a tight seal ° water wi l l not flow 
beyond the Wisconsin Tube unti l the water level is equal t® 
the e1°vation of the top piece of wood (see Figure 1~, page 
~2)a 
In situations where dikes may be constructed4 it is not 
necessary t® attach the Wisconsin ` Tube directly t® the 
existing drain ti lev In these situations, an additional °two 
lengths of non-perforated pipe is required° One segment of 
pipe may be placed directly on the surface of the basin and 
attached to the culvert simi lar to the previous technique° 
The cuivert can, but does not have to be, placed in the dikes 
For ease of access , i t i s genera l l y recommended a An 
alternative to the metal or concrete culvert is to construct a 
box , using treated 1 umber° v 
The second segment of non perforated pipe is attached to 
the cuivert i n a s i m i i ar fashion , exiting on the "drys' s i de of 
~o 
the dike. The unattached end may be connected to the existing 
t le downhi l l of the dike or al lowed to drain into a swaie or 
even another basin. 
Combinations The combination of fi le modification to 
provide a water source, water control devices to control 
outflow and dikes to provide for added depth, area and length 
of wetland surface water duration can result in a very 
successful wetland reconstruction projecto X1 1 of these 
methods do not have to be used simultaneously, nor are these 
the only methods to be useda Each wetland basin is unique and 
should be studied thorougi~ly before a decision is made as to 
whether any or al l of these methods are appropriate. Figure 
15 demonstrates water control cornbinati®ns empl®yed by the 
Iowa department of Natural Resources in thear smal l scale 
wetland restoration projectso 
Vegetation wetlands are described as transitional 
areas between aquatic and terrestrial environments° dater 
must be present for at feast a short duration each year and 
wetland vegetation must be capable ®f l iving if an area is to 
be cal led a wetland. 
In the reconstruction project9 success is determined, for 
the most part, by the vegetation that is present the fol lowing 
year after construction, two years after, ten years after, 
etc. The presence of vegetation adds not only food and 
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she 1 ter for w i 1 d i i fe * but a ] so recreation and beauty for the 
human user. 
There are several methods of restoring vegetation to a 
wetland basin. Same of these methods can be expensive and 
laborious, others quite inexpensive and labor free. 
Seed banks The easiest and least expensive 
method is to rely on seed banks as a vegetation source° Seed 
banks are nothing more than l ive, viable seeds that are 
present in the soi ls of the basin° P1any wetland seeds, 
deposited by water, animal or wind, have been found t® be 
v i ab i e after decades of dormancy. A l i that i s needed for 
germination in many instances is a water source. Other 
propaguies, such as turins, stolons, tubers and rhiz®mes may 
be present9 however, for a much shorter time° 
Seed banks from other wetland sites may also be used° 
one common method of re-introducing vegetation to a restored 
basin is to remove organic muck from an existing wetland and 
thinly spread it over the restored wetland. This9 however9 
does some damage to the donor wetland and should be done in 
moderation. 
In many cases, success of a wetland reconstruction 
project is determined by how wel l the basin holds water and 
what plants germinate and grow. How the water is returned to 
a wetland wi l l have a direct impact on the seed bank. 
X 1 1 too frequent 1y, the bas i n i s a l l owed to rap i d l y f i l l 
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with water. This water is then held for a long period of 
time A quickly fi l led basin al lowed to remain ful 1 wi l l 
result in a low seed bank germination rate. 
Just because water has been restored to a basin does not 
indicate a successful reconstruction project or a qual ity 
wetland. To help insure success and qual ity, it would be 
important to fi l l the basin and then drain it quickly. This 
added moisture wi l l al low the seed bank to germinate. After 
germination of the seed bank, the next step would be to slowly 
return the water to the basins 
Seed dispersal Commercial propagation sources 
for seeds, rhizomes, l ive plants@ etc., are avai lable, but 
i imited0 Individual col lection of seeds may also be possibleo 
zany wetland plants9 such as cattai ls have thousands of seeds 
per p 1 ant . Co 1 1 ect i on of seed from existing wet 1 ands for 
smal l wetland reconstruction projects could be done quickly 
and inexpensively. Personal col lection of seeds also al lows 
for individual preferences which is not possible when relying 
on seed banks0 
broadcasting of seed can be one method of spreading 
col lected or purchased seed; however good contact between the 
ground and the seed wi l l be necessary to insure high 
germination rates. shal lowly ti l l ing the seed into the ground 
with general farm implements wi l l provide a higher rate of 
germination. 
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Transplanting Another method of restoring 
wetland vegetation in a basin is through transpiantingo This 
is much more time consuming and expensive than the seed bank 
method. The floristic content of the seed bank would be 
unknown unti l germination of the seed bank, unless anaiys~is of 
a t est plot were conducted prior° 
Transplant materials may come from existing wetlands or 
from commercial sources. It is important that if using 
vegetation from existing wetlands, they are both dug and 
planted on the same day to insure maximum survival rates° 
This method, as with the removesl of organic muck from existing 
wetlands, wi l t cause damage to the existing wetland and if 
done, shoulei be done with care. 
Commercial sources There a►re several nurseries 
in the midwest that grow and sel l native plants° Many ®f the 
flora l isted in Tables 1 (Ephemeral Pond} and 2 (Temporary 
Pond) on pages 13 and 15 would be avai iab]e at most prairie 
plant nurseries. Few nurseries, however, specifical ly 
advertise the safe of wetland giants and seeds° Table 12 
l ists both prairie and wetland seed and plant sources found in 
the midwest. 
When obtaining "native" p i ants or seeds from nurseries , 
care must be taken to insure that the vegetation is native to 
the m i dwest . I f the vegetation i s not , chances of sure i va i 
may be reduced. 
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Table 12. Native prairie and wetland plant and seed sources 
found in the midwest (Pram Henderson, 1981) 
Prai ri e 
Layfayette Home Nursery, Inc. 
Layfayette, IL 61449 
Pra i r i e Nursery 
P.O. Box 365 
Westfield, WI 53964 
Prairie Restoration 9 Inco 
P.O. Box 327 
Princeton, MN 55371 
Prairie Ridge Nursery 
9738 Overland Road 
Route 2 
Mt. Horeb, WI 53572 
Sunshine Seeds 
Wyoming, IL 61491 
W i nddr i ft Pra i r i e Shop 
Road 2 
Oregon, IL 61061 
Wet 1 and 
Prairie Moon Nursery 
Route 3, Box 162 
Winona, MN 55987 
Game Food Nurseries 
P.O. Box V 
4488 Highway 116 
Ornro4 WI 54963 
Wi ldl ife Nurseries 
P. O o Box 2 7 2 4 
Oshkosh, WI 54901 
Designing for peop l e and w i l d l i fe 
People The elements and principles of design should 
be appl ied to wetland reconstruction, if human use and 
acceptance is to be considered in the design process The 
four design elements ( l ine, form, texture and color) and the 
six design principles Cunity, repetition, balance, emphasis, 
rhythm and variety), when used individual ly or in combination, 
help create the mood or response a person perceives upon 
viewing or participating within the landscape (Rutledge, 
9 9 
1971 . Other factors, of course9 such as wi ldl ife seen, 
weather and time of day or year can al l influence the mood 
experienced by the users 
Gently curving, rounded and horizontal l ines help to 
create a restful q peacefu 1 and relaxed feel ing whereas 
straight, vertices] l ines create a bold, dynamic and upl ifting 
feel ing or mood. The gently curving, rounded and horizontal 
l ines can be seen in the sh®rel ines ®f m®st marshese These 
l ines, many times, are contrasted by the heavy textures, 
vertical l ines and varying colors of the cattai l beds, either 
throughout or along the shores of the marsh° 
A goal when designing for human participation, therefore, 
is to provide a variety of l ines, forms, textures and colors 
repeated throughout, balanced s® that there is no ®ver® 
abundance of any one element° An important c®nsiderati®n9 as 
wel l , is to provide an emphasis or center of interest9 such as 
open water. By doing so, the wetland becomes very pleasing 
and inviting to human participation° 
scale becomes very imp®rtant when designing for human 
participationm If there is to be a large body of water, users 
may feel dwarfed by the size. By breaking up the body of 
water with shorel ine manipulation, vegetation, islands4 etc°, 
the scale can be reduced to a more human scaleq making the 
users more camfortabie. Not only is the scale reduced, edge 
is also increased. 
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The addition of certa i n s i to features , such as benches 
and picnic tables for sitting, trai ls and boardwalks to al low 
visitors to enter the marsh site without worrying about 
getting muddy and overlooks for viewing wi ldl ife can help to 
real ize a positive human response° On publ ic land, other site 
amenities that should be considered but are often overlooked 
are garbage cans and restr®omsa 
Wi ldl ife According to Johnson (194)9 there are four 
bas i s sure i va i requirements for w i i d l i fe : adequate food, 
adequate water, adequate cover and adequate cream What the 
designer does with these four requirements wi l l determine 
what, if any, wi ldl ife species would inhabit the site. 
Although wi ldl ife populations are not concerned about 
landscape aesthetics9 many ®f the things we can do to the 
landscape to make it more aesthetic ®r l ivable also benefit 
many wi ldl ife species. The simple curving of the shorel ine 
not only improves the aesthetics, it also increases the amount 
of shorel ine (see figure 1~, page 101)° This increase in 
shorel ine results in an increase in edge habitat which, in 
turn, correlates to both greater numbers of wi ldl ife and 
greater numbers of wi ldl ife species v 
A diversity of adjacent upland vegetation provides a 
d i vers i ty of vegetation form that i s more aesthet i c than four' 
alone. The resulting landscape continuum is more vibrant and 
exciting. This same upland vegetation also provides 
loI 
additional benefits required by many species of wi ldl ife° 
According to the Iowa Department o°F Natural Resources 
(DNR), there should be a ratio of 1/4 standing water and 3/4 
upland vegetation cover° The upland vegetation pr®vides 
va 1 uab 1 e nesting habitat , escape cover and food for many 
species of wi ldl ife° Without this minimal ratio, the chance 
for successful habitation on the site by a diversity of 
wi ldl ife species would be sl im, at best tsee Figure 169 page 
102 . 
The DNR further suggests that °the wetland manager strive 
to maintain a ratio of 1/2 open water and 1/2 emergent 
vegetation in the standing water areasa This is ~referred to 
as a hemi--marsh and4 as with the I/4 wetland and 3/~ upland 
vegetation rati®, wi i l result in ®ptimal habitat for wi ldl ifeo 
Sources. help 
Every wetland reconstruction project generates questions 
and the need for professional interpretation of the 
information gathered. What is the history of the site? What 
location has the best wetland potential? How much watershed 
is needed to sustain the project? What is the topography or 
rel ief of the site landscape? Are there any drain ti les that 
pass through the reconstruction site? If so, are they 
pub 1 i c 1 y or private 1 y owned? To what height can the water 
level be raised? what wi l l it take to get the seed bank to 
1 ~2 
Poor 
999087 square feet water surface 
136.75 feet shoreline perimeter 
410 2 square feet tota f site 
3102.13 square feet upland 
1 /4 water — 3/4 upland ratio 
Good 
999x67 square feet water surface 
200.92 feet shoreline perimeter 
4102 square feet total site 
3102.33 square feet upland 
1 /4 water _ 3/4 upland ratio 
Fair 
999.90 square feet water surface 
143033 feet shoreline perimeter 
4102 square feet total site 
310201 square feet upland 
1 /4 water 3/4 upland ratio 
Best 
1000.80 square feet w®ter surface 
338.25 feet shoreline perimeter 
4102 square feet total site 
3102.2 square feet upland 
1 /4 water — 3/4 upland r®tio 
F i cure 16. Wet 1 and per i meter variations as they affect human 
perception of v i sua 1 qua 1 i ty and habitat for 
wi ldl ife 
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germinate? Has a detai led topographic survey been completed? 
What local , state or federal laws affect the project? Is 
there an organization that would provide technicai assistance 
and he 1 p pay for the pro,.i ect ? 
These are just a few of the questions the landowner or 
other interested individual may havem For the most part, °the 
more complex the reconstruction pr®ject, the more questions 
there may be. There are numerous organizations q both publ ic 
and private, that are wi l i ing to help in one way or another by 
providing technical , legal or financial assistance° 
Table 13v Organizations involved in wetland reconstruction 
Iowa Department of Natural Resources 
Pra i r i e Potho l e ~Jo i nt Venture 
I®wa Natural Areas Inventory 
Wal lace State Office 8ui iding 
902 East Ninth Street 
Des Moines, Iowa 50319 (515)-281-5415 
Iowa Natural Heritage Foundation 
Wetlands For Iowa Program 
Insurance Exchange Bui lding Suite 444 
505 F i fth Avenue 
Des Moines, Iowa 50309 (515)-288-184 
Iowa County C®reservation Boards 
Avai lable through the Iowa 
Department of Natural Resources 
I owa W i ] d l i fe F ederat i on 
PoOo Box 1222 
Cedar Rapids, Iowa 5240 (319)-337-9415 
Fish ~ Wi ldi ife Service 
Department of the Interior 
Washington, D.C. 20240 (202}-343-8814 
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Table 13. (continued) 
Soi l Conservation Service 
Department of Agriculture 
Washington, D.C. 20205 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
20 Massachusetts Avenue, NoEv 
Washington, D.C. 20314 
The Nature Conservancy 
1800 North Kent Street 
Arl ington, Virginia 22209 
The Nature Conservancy 
Iowa Field Office 
424 10th Street, Suite 31 1 
Des Moines, Iowa 50309 
Ducks Un~l i m i ted 
2230 South Highway 100 
St. Louis Park, MN 55416 
Pheasants Forever 
3522 LaBore Road 
Vadnais Heights, MN 55415 
National Audubon Society 
1313 S.E. 5th Street 
Minneapol is, MN 55414 
Sierra Club 
730 Po 1 k 
San Francisco, CA 94109 
(202)-447®2470 
(202)®272m0200 
(703)_841-5300 
(515)®244®5044 
(612)®920®2225 
(612)®48 17142 
(612)-379-3868 
(415)-776-2211 
Publ ications Besides organizations, there are many 
publ ications avai lable q such as Restoration and Management 
Notes , °that provide i nforrnat i on dea 1 i ng w i th wet i and 
restoration. Written proceedings of annual conferences, such 
as The Proceedings of the Annual Conference on Wetland 
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Restoration and Creation are avai lable as wel l s 
Data bases I f -there i s access to a m i cro-computer , a 
data base such as Wetland Creation/Restoration Data Base, 
deve 1 oiled by the U. S. F i sh 8~ W i l d l i fe Service i s avai lable , 
costing approximately $2000 The data base includes an 
annotated bibl iography of topics ranging from wetland habitats 
to erosion to seed banks. Data bases such as this, however, 
would not be a prerequisite for an individual reconstruction 
project to be successful ° 
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CHAPTER 5o CASE STUDY MERIDETH MARSH 
I ntroduct i on 
The case study site is Merideth Marshy ]oca°ted two m~ ies 
west of Forest City in Hancock County {Section 5 Maths®n 
Township) Iowa see Figure 179 page 119)0 The Merideth Marsh 
restoration project is a joint venture between the Wetlands 
Far Iowa Program of the Iowa Natural Heritage Foundation 
~INHF) and the Iowa Department of Natural Resources ~DNR). 
H i stor'v of Mer i deth Marsh 
The complete history of the site9 for °the most part9 is 
unknown. What is known is that approximately 14 acres have 
been grazed since settlement in °the 1~50s (~immer9 1990)a 
Approximately 231 acres have been cropped in the pastor It is 
not known when much of the land went into agricultural 
production. It is known9 however that the cropland in the 
two large basins was initial ly planted after the droughts of 
the 1930so 
At the time of purchase9 60 acres were in the 
Conservation Reserve Program ~CRP)v This is a Soi l 
Conservation Service program that pays landowners to set aside 
from agricultural production land determined to be steep9 
erod i b ~l e and of poor agr i cu i tore l value . A 1 so at the t i me of 
purchase, °there were approximately 30 acres of woodland. It 
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is estimated that the acreage of woodland has decreased since 
the t i me of sett i ernent a 
At the time of purchase, there were two large drained 
lakes and up to seven smal l drained pothoiesm These potential 
wetland areas were, of course, the catalyst for the purchase 
of °the i and . 
Publ ic/private involvement 
Several publ ic and private agencies and ®rganizations 
were involved in the restoration of Merideth Marsha The DNR 
has been involved with this project since the mid 1970sm 
The DNR conducts inventories to identify areas that would 
be suitable for restoration and develops acquisition plans for 
those lands° In the mid 1~70s4 the Merideth Marsh site was 
i dent i f i ed as having go®d potent i a i f®r wet l ar°~d res°torat i ®n m 
It was not unti l the sate 1~80s9 however4 when the land 
changed to DNR ownership. 
The DNR, acting on a tip from a ®ucks Unl imited member, 
heard of the sa i e of X00 acres of °the Mer i deth Marsh s i to 0 
Having inventoried this site at a previous time4 the ®NR 
initiated the process of negotiating for the ]and °that was for 
sale. At the same time the DNR then contacted two other 
landowners and with the help of the Iowa Natural Heritage 
Foundation, began negotiations for the remainder of the 
Merideth Marsh site. 
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The Iowa Natural Heritage Foundation is a private non-
profit Iowa corporation dedicated to the preservation and 
long-term wise management of Iowa's natural resources. The 
Wetlands For Iowa Program's goal is °the protection of Iowa's 
remaining wetland habitats and the reestabl ishment of wetlands 
that have been altered in one form or an®then (IoNaHoF® 4 cao 
1987) . 
The Iowa Natural Heritage Foundation, and in particular 
the Wetlands For Iowa Program4 was responsible for much of the 
negotiations with landowners concerning deedsq access point s 
cropping restrictions and compromises etco The INHF 
original ly purchased the land and held the deed for a time 
unti l the Department of Natural Resources and the IJoS. Fish 
and W i l d 1 i fe Service C FWS ) purchased i t fr®~n therm o A°t 
present9 140 acres of the site are owned by the lJoSs Fish and 
Wi ldl ife Service with °the remainder being owned by the DNR~ 
Several other private organizations were involved in the 
restoration of Merideth Marsh. Ducks Unl imited, Inc. (13S 
Iowa Chapters~ 4 National Fish and Wi ldl ife Foundation q
Pheasants Forever inco, Iowa Counci l Winnebago/Hancock and 
Pioneer I I Chapters4 Hancock County Conservation Board 4 Iowa 
Trappers Association, Winnebago Industries Foundation and the 
Forest City Middle School were al l responsible for raising 
capita 1 to purchase °the l and , 
Construction of the dikes and water control structures 
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was a cooperative effort between the U. S s F i sh and ~ i l d l i fe 
Service and the Department of Natural Resources. Equipment 
used for construction included both ®NR and FWS backhoes and 
dozerso Actual management of the site wi l l be performed by 
the DNRo 
Process 
Wh i l e the steps i sad i ng to a successfu l wetland 
restoration project varies with each project and with each 
planner/nnanager involved they are none®the®less Integra] to 
any wetland restoration efforts These include the ana]ysis of 
soi ls topography watershed to wetland ratios and adjacent 
land ownerships 
So i ] s ana i ys i s  For the Hier i deth Plarsh Restoration 4 
the Iowa Department of Natural Resources CDNR) first reviewed 
soi l surveys publ ished by the Soi l Conservation Service in 
order to determine if soi ls suitable for wetland habitat were 
present on the s i to and i f the pro,,i ect woo i d be 
eca l og i ca l i y/ec®nom i ca i i y fees i b i e e Characteristics of these 
soi ls appear in Table 16 on page 1~Oo 
The presence of Palms ~~~1)4 Doots C32I) and i-foughton 
(6~1) soi l types are indicators of the previous existence 
l before conversion °to agr i cu l tore l 1 and use ) of a she i 1 ow 
freshwater marsh (Class II I or IV). Here would be found a 
large basin two to three feet in depth and with a long 
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history of emergent and submergent vegetation (LaGrange and 
Zimmer, 1990). The presence of the Muskeg° (811) soi l type, a 
lake bottom soi l , indicates the former existence of a deep 
freshwater lake (Class V) l ined with abrupt shorel ines° 
The presence of Class I and II wetlands were als® 
investigated. Soi ls such as Okoboji (6 ~ 90} and Harps (95) 
were original ly formed under wetland vegetation characteristic 
of shal low depressions from 12" to 18" in depth and typical ly 
connected Class I II and IV wetlands together in a large 
complex° 
The preparation of a modern soi l survey for Hancock 
County is in progress. @rel iminary field maps indicating soi l 
types and boundaries were made avai lable for DNR reviews 
I nterpretat i ons of °the su i tab i 1 i ty of these f®r wet i and 
restoration were determined from the Sol ] Surrey of Winnebago 
County, Iowa. The northern property l ine for the Merideth 
Marsh Site is located on the Winnebago_Hancock County l ines 
Because of the proximity to Winnebago County soi ls described 
in the Winnebago County report were bel ieved to be most 
comparable to those found on the Merideth Marsh Sitev 
The Hancock County field maps for the Merideth Marsh Site 
indicated that there were seven soi ls with high suitabi l ity 
for restoration of wet ]and f i ors and fauna . The extent and 
location of these appear in Figure 18 on page 121. Table 16 
l ists and describes those wetland soi ls found within the 
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Merideth Marsh siteo 
The presence of wetland basins, for the most part, can be 
determined by studying avai lable soi ls maps® Figure 19 (page 
122} identifies two basins along the northern property 
boundary and one large, partial ly divided basin in the center 
of the sitem In al l three of these basins, wetland soi ls were 
adjacent upland s®i l types. Analysis of upland soi ls revealed 
the watershed boundaries for each basin. 
UaS.G.S. topographical analysis DNS analysis of the 
United States Geological Survey 705 minute quadrangle maps for 
Hayfield and Forest City Series resulted in additi®nai useful 
information. Topographical analysis revealed the Merideth 
site to be gently rol l ing 9 with vertical rel ief t®tal ing ®ver 
forty feet in elevation Csee Figure 20, page 123)o Three 
large depressions are apparent within the site boundaries° 
Several smal l summits separate the depressions. 
Wetland basins can be determined in a general way by 
interpolating the UeS.G.Sa Topographical Maps (see Figure 22, 
page 125}o On~site drainage occurs in four directionsm The 
northwest portion of the Merideth Site drains to the north 
whi le the southern portion drains to the south. The west and 
east portions drain internal ly into large basins in each of 
their respective portions. 
It is difficult to accurately determine the actual size 
and shape of any of the proposed wetlands within the site. 
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Use of the 705 minute U.s.G.so Quadrangle Maps9 with their ten 
foot contour intervals, is l imited to general interpretations 
of 1> direction of surface water f1ow9 2) watershed or basin 
size and 
3} .
basin location and shapes Many shal lower 
depressions, possibly up to a depth of °ten feet cannot be 
determined (see Figure 21, page 124)0 
Comparison of boundaries A comparison of the basin 
boundaries determined by the analysis of soi ls and those 
determined by the analysis of topography reveals a simi lar 
boundary pattern (see Figure 23, page 126)o Although not 
identical , the simi lar patterns are indicators of high wetland 
reconstruction potential. 
On-site topographical survey After review ®f the sol i 
maps9 topographical maps and trips to the site to determine 
the project Peas i b i 1 i ty, members of the ®~fR proceeded to 
conduct a detai led on--site topographical survey. 
The purpose of the survey was to more accurately 
determine the locations4 sizes and shapes of the basins to be 
reconstructed. This would be determined by the topography of 
the site as wel l as the topography of °the adjacent land and 
any drainage systems that may be presento 
Often , i t i s not necessary to do a data i ] ed f i e l d survey 
of the site, leading to the development of an accurate 
topographical map. By identifying selected key points, such 
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as low inflow/outflow points along the property 1 ine9 low 
points within the basins, fi le intake elevations, etc., much 
time and money can be saved° It is only possible to plan for 
expl icit shorel ine boundaries (before fiooding~ with site 
specific elevation data. This was the case with the Merideth 
Marsh project. Figures 24 {page 127) and 25 {page 128) 
identify key elevation points surveyed by members of the Iowa 
Department of Natural Resourcess 
Table 14. Survey elevations of Merideth Marsh 
(From IDNR restoration notes, 1989) 
East and West Marshes 
Point Elevation 
A. Ti le intake in west road ditch east ®f 
R. Westerberg's House 97x64 
8o Culvert through road (west side flow l ine) 97m50 
C. Ground level in road ditch 98.20 
D . Lowest point i n d itch on east s i de of west road 96.62 
E. Ti le intake in west road ditch south of 101.42 
Westerberg's drive 
Fo Ground ievei in road ditch 100.40 
G. Marsh bottom 95.30 
Ho Marsh bottom 95070 
I. Marsh bottom 95.20 
~J . Marsh bottom 95.3 0 
K. Marsh bottom 96a I0 
~. Marsh bottom 95.50 
M. Marsh bottom 96.10 
N. Marsh bottom 96.40 
O. Highest ground ievei in saddle between 2 marshes l0i.16 
P. Ground level 98.90 
Q. Marsh bottom 96.40 
R. Marsh bottom 95.70 
S. Marsh bottom 94.60 
T. Culvert through road (east side flow l ine) 96.78 
U. Lowest paint in ditch in corner 97.04 
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Table 14. continued) 
V. Ti le intake in ditch 
X. Top of road at intersection 
Y. Ground level at bottom of drive 
Z. Ground level in fence l ine 
AAo Ground level 
BBv Ground level 
CC. Ground level in fence l ine 
DDo Lowest point in fence l ine 
EE. Lowest point in fence l ine 
GG . Lowest point i n fence 1 i ne 
HHo Marsh bottom 
I I® Marsh bott®rn 
JJ ® Marsh bottom t i n fence i i ne ) 
KKm Ground level 
LL. Ground level 
MMm Ground level 
NhJ . Ground l eve l 
OQ. Lowest point in saddle separating wetlands 
PP. ~1etland bottom (lowest point) 
QQ. Lowest paint in outlet to the north 
RR. benchmark from previous survey {in post top 
i n fence 1 i ne ) 
97.72 
98.50 
94 s 70 
96.22 
94.40 
100 s 58 
91044 
96012 
98.18 
105°12 
91x00 
90m50 
92.80 
94°30 
95°20 
94m70 
95070 
104040 
100.90 
103°60 
106.24 
Table 15. Survey elevations of Merideth Marsh 
tFrom IDNR restoration notes, 1989) 
Potholes 
Point E i °vat i ®n Point Elevation 
Pond 1 Pond 2 
BM1 100.00 BM2 100.00 
Al 95.04 A2 9384 
B1 95.52 B2 93.34 
C1 97.96 
Dl 95.62 
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fable 15. (continued) 
Pot ho i e s 
Point Elevation Point E 1 evat i on 
Pond 3 Pond 4 
BM3 100.00 BM4 100.00 
A3 96.56 A4 94.72 
B3 95.84 B4 94.85 
C3 95.66 C4 98e 15 
D3 95.46 D4 98.58 
E3 96.76 
F3 97.36 
G3 96064 
H3 98m22 
Pond 5 
BM5 100e00 
A5 97031 
B5 95m28 
C5 98020 
D5 102m72 
E5 97020 
Present conditions 
From the DNR ° s study of the s i to development p l ans for 
Merideth Marsh were as fol lows 
East Marsh 
Approx i rnate 1y 3 0 acres 
water Level - 94.5' 
i nsta 1 1 4' d i ameter r i ser w i th 18 41 i n i et and out 1 et tubes 
at i ntersect i on of t i 1 e 1 i ne and road - put structure on 
the north s i de of the road and put 40' of non-perforated 
fi le upstream and downstream with an anti -seep col lar down 
stream. 
Remove culvert that l ies just south of the intersection 
1 16 
(end of county road) and put through the road just east of 
the end of the county road so the south fiowi ine is at 
95.x'. Connect outlet of culvert with boat ditch to main 
east marsh - boat ditch wi l l come to intersection and parka 
ing lot wi l l be south of intersection° 
Northwest dike on east marsh -- 400° long m (about 8 acre 
pond) 
Water Leve 1 96 0 5' 
Top of Dike 98.5' 
Roughly 4.2' of fi l l 
Water contra 1 structure ~- design for a 10-12 44 i n i et and 
outlet tubem 
Notes outiet for 2.5 acre pond that is northwest of the 
northwest dike on the east marsh should be instal led so 
that excess water goes into the east marsh) 
Test Marsh 
Proposed water level 97m20' 
Instal l 4' diameter riser with 164 inlet and outiet tubes 
~i ust 3 0' northwest of dead end road . I nsta 1 1 40' of non® 
perforated the upstream and downstream and al low the down-
stream water to escape to fi l l the east marshm This wi l l 
provide control for the entire west marsh and the pond that 
l ies just west®southwest of the dead end county r®ado 
Bu i 1 d d i ke from end ®f dead end road fo 1 1 ow i ng current road 
to edge of trees 400' west of the end of the dead end road° 
Top of dike 99®2° 
Pond 1 
Water level _ 9705° 
Dike top _ 99m5' 
Emergency spi l lway - 9800° 
Total length of dike _ 15500° 
Pond 2 
Water level ~ 9502' 
Dike top _ 965' 
Emergency spi l lway _ 95.3' 
Tota 1 1 ength of d i ke _ 205 v 0° 
Pond 3 
Water level 
No dike 
Emergency spi l lway 
® 9700' 
9 7 v 5 ' 
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Pond 4 
Water level - 97m0° 
Dike top - 98e5° 
Emergency spi l lway _ 9800' 
Total length of dike - 16000° 
Pond 5 
Water level - 97v5° 
Dike top - 99p5P 
Emergency spi l lway - 98m2° 
Total length of dike _ 200m0` 
The Merideth Marsh Site encompasses 335 acre s of which 120 
acres are wetland and 215 acres are upland (see Figure 269 
page 129)A Of this 215 acres 4 approximately 30 acres are 
woodland and 140 acres are to be set aside as CRP land° The 
remainder of this approximately 55 acres) wi ld be put into a 
crop rotation basis with a 3 years corn, 5 to 6 years hay 
basis CZimmer 9 1990)° Acc®riling to Zimmer (1990)$ 25% to 30% 
of the corn crop wi l l be left standing t® provide f®oil and 
cover for w i l d l i fe unt i t March 1 st of each year a After that 
date, the contracting farmers would be able to to harvest the 
remaining corn° 
The watershed to wetland ratio of Merideth Marsh is 3ely 
According to Zimmer (1990}9 a ratio of lOsl is ideal 9 however9 
a 3A1 ratio is workable° A smal ler ratio9 such as a 3~1~ 
might result in the wetland basins being dry more often than 
the ideal ratio of l0:la 
Dikes and water control structures were constructed in 
the fal l of 1989. Expenses for these structures were shared 
1 18 
by the FWS and the DNR. Earthen material was removed from the 
basins to construct -the dikesm It is expected that no outside 
sources of plant materials wi l l be neededv ~ According to 
Zimmer X1990}, the seed banks in the basins wi i i supply the 
necessary plant rnateria]s. 
The FWS and DNR have agreed to have the DNR manage the 
Merideth Marsh site. This would be dane9 however according 
to FWS regulations° 
Since construction was completed in the fal l of 1989 
l ittle waterq if any, has returned t® the basins. At this 
times no conclusions can be made as to the productivity of the 
basins or the success of the projects 
F fi gures 28 through 31 (pages 131 °through 130 4 sh®w 
panoramic photographs ®f the Merideth Marsh site fr®m several 
camera locations Ctaken March 1990}e Figure Z7 tpage 130} 
identifies the camera locations and general direction of °the 
f i eld of vision. 
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSION 
Introduction 
The purpose of this thesis was to provide a "reference 4f 
type manual or point of beginning for individuals interested 
in wetland reconstruction but lacking technical knowledge of 
the sub,}ect. Landscape architects, whose task is often that 
of relaying information from a source to a cl ient9 are the 
primary beneficiaries of the wetland reconstruction process 
described herein° However, °this information would als® 
benefit other professionals with an interest in this topic° 
The private landowner with a desire to re=establ ish a wetland 
for the mu l t i p l e benefit s that wou l d accrue i s the third 
benef i c i ar-y v 
A1 -though this thesis is l imited to the Prairie P®th®1e 
Region of Iowa, the principles described could be appl ied 
elsewhere, and to al l classes of wetlands° 
The objectives of th i s thes i s were fourfo i d m The f i rst 
objective was to identify and describe wetland habitats of the 
Prairie Pothole Region of Iowa. This description appears in 
Chapter 2 Parameters). 
The second objective was to identify the values of 
wetiands4 in terms of human, environmental and wi ldl ife 
benefits° These are outl ined in Chapter 3 (Wetland benefits). 
The third objective was to describe the procedurets) one 
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might fol low in order to recreate or reconstruct a prairie 
pothole type wetland. Those recommended procedures are 
developed in Chapter 4 (Wetland Reconstruction Methodology)o 
The final objective was to analyze and describe a wetland 
reconstruction project in the Prairie Pothole Region of Iowan 
This was accompl ished in Chapter 5 Case study _ Site 
Selection and Design of a Prairie Pothole Wetland in Hancock 
County g Iowa)o The case study can serve as a model on which 
other simi lar projects can be designed and implemented. 
From these objectives4 a Vision of the pl ight of wetlands 
and the need for wetland reconstruction was developedo T ong 
with this4 step by step guidel ines on haw to reconstruct a 
prairie pothole wetland were described. 
Vision 
When I own f i rst became a state ~ one of the earl y 
chal lenges of state officials was to el iminate the state's 
natural Vegetation cover and replace it with agricui~tural land 
uses that today help to feed the world's hungry. In no other 
state has this conversion been so complete. It is estimated 
that 1 ess than 1 70 of the tote 1 1 and area i n I own remains i n a 
natural or pre-settlement vegetation condition. 
With the retreat of the Wisconsin Glacier 13,000 years 
ago, there were 2.3 mi l l ion acres of wetland in what was to 
become North Centre l I own . The human des i re/need °to modify 
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the wetland landscape has reduced it to a mere 26,470 acres in 
1980. With the conversion of wetland habitat, wi ldl ife 
populations have experienced a sharp paral lel decl ine. 
Concerned citizens and publ ic officials have begun to 
real ize that decl ining wi idi ife populations are a direct 
correlation with losses of their habitat° Wetlands in the 
Pra i r i e Potho 1 e Region of I owa provide habitat for nesting , 
feeding and escape for many species of w i i d 1 i fe on a year l y or 
temporal basis. In addition to the importance of wetlands for 
w i i d i i f e habitat , human and env i ronnnenta l benefits are a l so 
being sought. 
Economic, recreational , educational , aesthetic, flood 
control , sediment trapping and wastewater assimi lation are 
frequently sighted objectives ®f wetland reconstructi®n 
projects° In some urban areas, °they are required° 
With this real ization ®f the importance of wetlands 
Iowa's new chal lenge in future land use planning wi l l be to 
g i ve a h i gh priority to protection and restoration of I owa `  s 
wetland heritage° According to the Iowa ®epartment of Natural 
Resources (1988), there is an opportunity to restore 1570 of 
°the more than two mi l l ion acres previously drained in the 
Prairie Pothole Region of Iowa. Potentia] ly9 300 9 000 acres of 
wetlands could be put back into multiple use benefits° 
The DNR bel ieves that thousands of wetland basins are 
readi ly identifiable across north central Iowa. Al l that is 
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needed to restore many of them is waterm This could be done 
quite simply on most sites. 
There is much work involved at the planning stages before 
the benefits of a reconstructed wetland can be real ized. This 
often requires a team approach and may include DNR bioiogists9 
land surveyors, soi l special ists9 heavy construction engineers 
and operators and other professional consultants. A review of 
the recommended steps in wetland reconstruction include: 
1 . Soi l surveys must be studied to identify soi ls 
capab 1 e of supporting wetland hab i °tat e Aer i a l surveys and 
observations made during a particularly wet season or after a 
major rain storm often reveals ponded areas that can help 
determine the locations of soi ls capable ®f supporting wetland 
habitat. 
2 v A topograph i s survey p lays an i mpor-tant ro l e i n 
determ i n i ng the Peas i b i i i icy of a wet 1 and reconstruction 
project. Topography wi l l dictate wetland size4 shape and 
deptho 
3o Care must be takE~n to insure that water does not back 
up into adjacent fi le sys-t:ems and that there is no standing 
water on ad~iacent properties as a resu 1 t of wet 1 and 
reconstruction. A detai lE~d topographical survey wi l l help 
prevent th i s from happen i rig v 
~. Earthen dikes9 w~~ter control structures such as the 
Wisconsin Tube! and a source of water may be required at 
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additional cost in order 1~o achieve the envisioned wetlands 
5a Once construction is completed, care must be taken to 
insure that germination of= the seedbank occurs° Timing and 
initial length of wetland ponding is critical e If the 
duration of t i me between c~ra i n i ng and revegetat i ng the wet 1 and 
is great, seed and or plants from other basins or commercial 
vendors may need to be inc:orporatedm 
Upon completion of tree project 9 w i l d i i fe wou l d soon 
return to the basin to l i~~e~ feed and raise their young® 
Chemical and nutrient rich water would be slowed and fi ltered 
in the new wetland° Poi lc,itants would be reduced and eroded 
sediments would be trappeci and held on the land° sedimentsm 
And final ly, people would have a new and exciting community of 
plants and animals to wate~h~ explore and be inspired bya 
Conclusion 
The thesis, written by a non-scientist, for non-
scientists, identifies key elements in wetland reconstruction° 
In the hands ®f wetland experts9 this thesis pro°ides no new 
knowledge, no new concepts and no major breakthroughsa In the 
hands of of the layman with an interest in wetland 
restoration9 it is a valuable tool and provides a course of 
action 
`The uti l ity of th i s thes i s i s that i t offers decision 
makers a better understanding of wetland systems and their 
l~l 
importance as wel l as a process that can lead to a successful 
wetland restoration on private or publ ic properness 
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